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HE PRINCET0e
witecNo
rtAct siNea 5540

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, June 29, 1950

I Increase Going
State's Schools
Per Capita Fund
Is Over $800,000
!,4-1 and Caldwell county

will receive $4,171.75
per 'capita
from the state's
ution of school funds for
received for the
I than was
-an according to local

.,iditional money f r
the state was made
i)le through an increase Of
ts per capita from last year
rough additional pupils in
hools. The total going to
schools of the state this
o 820112,500, an increase of
- ,ver last year, but $338,the record high set in

nd every day
•loyees at the

capita fund is 83.5 per
,11 state aid to public
nen. It will be distributed
tool districts at $29.59 for
child between the ages of 6
18 residing in the district,
er in public school or not.
..ton Schools. with 1,355
the district, will receive
,5 u7, an increase of $1,674.46
the $38,420.61 received last
There are 12 more pupils
in the district for the curschN1 term than for 1949-50.
dwell County Schools show
rease of 25 pupils and will
S$3,677.09, an increase of
..yer the $51,179.80 re...st year. There are 1,814
listed in the district, acto records in Supt. Cliflift's office.

ly overloaded.

er Show Exhibits
dude Two Gardens

•
Princeton is.
es. PLEASE
he sewer open
regular dis.,
-fruit peel,
cloth, chicken

the difficulties
r cooperation

So
epartment

cial exhibits at the Princere and Garden Club's anflower show and art display,
will be held from 4 p. m.
p.m. Friday at George Coon
1, will include two gardens
totiStructed by Templeton
a and Iiarvill's Florist and
,ry, it is announced. .
gardens, which will be
.1. the special exhibits, will
rated on the second floor of
:Orary. Templeton has built
garden while Harvill has
ructed a garden behind an
grill arrangement, it was
-•er special exhibits will ina Fourth of July table, an
-nal table, and a collection
o'er containers arranged by
Littlepage Antique Shop.
flower show will include
'runs of roses only. Arrangewill be made of roses, othowers and floral branches.
e art exhibit will include
'nal floral paintings by Mrs.
Granstaff. Mrs. Basil Haille,
Richard Ratliff and Miss
Nall. Mrs. Ratliff, it was
.s to display a picture which
sold with the proceeds to
• the upkeep of courthouse
ting.
-credited judges will be
bers of the Paducah Garden

dicap Tournament
Close Here Soon
Princetin Golf and CounClub handicap golf tournat will come to a close as
as two matches are played
sttordieif to Hart Warren,
inner of the Howard Mcand James (Foots) Loftus
h will meet Merle Brown in
finals, he said, with the loser
!ne Ed Reynolds in the con05 finals for third
and
h place trophies.

Barber, Bayless
troll In Hospital
• I. Z. Barber, East

Market
, and Bayless Cantrell, EdRe road, left Saturday for
ison, Tennessee, where they
red the sanitorium for treatt. Both men
were reported
tly improved
yesterday but
not decided when they will
rn home, Mrs. Barber
said.

vat Recruiter Will
Here Each Wednesday

Y TIME

Naval recruiting officer will
the postoffice building in
each Wednesday from
to 3:30 p.m., to enliet men
ben the ages
of 17 and 31 in
United Stateo Navy. Ray Colrecruiter. announced Weday.
'Me), Taylor, Jr., is in At4. Georgia, this week where
iii
Participate in the wedding
'
Th)flY of his college room-

Local Scouts Will
Attend Jamboree
At Valley Forge
Group Will Be Among
47,000 Boys From All
States And 20 Foreign
Countries At Meeting

THE BEST OF FRIENDS

J. C. Penney Manager
Stores To Be Closed
Here Tuesday, July 4
Princeton stores will be
closed all day on Tuesday,
Jury 4, and housewives are
urged to do their shopping
Monday, Billy Newsom, president of the Retail Merchants
Association, announced.
Some neighborhood grocery
stores will remain open part
or all of the time on that day,
according to information received here.

' Movement To Form
County Chamber Of
Commerce Started
Representatives Of All
Civic And Service Clubs
" In Caldwell To Meet
At 7:30 P. M. Friday

A proposal made by Eugene L.
Williamson that the Princeton Rotary Club initiate a movement
for the formation of a Caldwell
County Chamber of Commerce
waS unanimously approved by
Members of that organization at I
a meeting held Tuesday night at
the First Christian Church.
Club members approved the
Court Sentences Five
D. M. PLYMALE
action after receiving a recomMen To Penitentiary
Delbert M. Plymale assumed mendation to undertake the work
management of the J. C_Tenney from the organization's board of
Terms At Eddyville
Company's store here this week. directors. The out-going 'presiThe grand jury was dismissed
Mrs. Plymale and two daughters dent, Elwood Cook, named Presihere Saturday after returning 8 ,will move to
Princeton in the dent Julian Littlepage as head of
Keeping this little dog, Teddy
indictments
in
six
days
during
Snowflake, an 11-day-old fawn, muzzles his playmate and pronear future and the family will a planning committee which is to
is against apartment rules, but
the
three-week
term,
of
circuit
tector Lady, a five-year-old Gelman Shepherd dog. Popularly
make their home on Locust street. be formed to work out the deJoan Schlinker, 9, has only a few
supposed to be natural enemies the fawn, a waif found abandoned court. Seven indictments were Mr. Plymale has been employed tails of the program.
months left to pet him. The child
for
felonies
and one for a mis- by the
by its mother, romps all day with the dog at the state game farm
Penney Company for 18
is ill With Leukemia Because
Littlepage announced Wednesdemeanor.
in Dry Mills, Me.(AP WirephotO)
years and for the past three years
they never would take Teddy
day that a special meeting of repIncluded
in
the
indictments
has been assistant manager of the
away from Jean, her parents are
resentatives of all civib and serwere child desertion, obtaining Madisonville store.
Votemobile Unit To
house-hunting at Cleveland, 0.
vice clubs in Ca/dwell county has
money
under
false
pretenses,
wife
The landlady has given them unBe Here July 13 In
Notice To Subscribers
been called for 7:30 p. m. Friday
desertion, failure to comply with
til July 1. (AP Wirephoto)
at Williamson Drug Store. The
The Leader newsroom and
Tour Of 4,000 Miles
court order to support dependent Rains
local Press and radio station are
printing plant will be closed
The Kenutcky Farm Bureau children, and breach of peace.
invited to send representatives to
all day Tuesday in observance
"Votemobile" will be in PrinceIncluded in the final action of
the meeting, he added.
of July 4, a national holiday.
ton on Thursday, July 13, as it the court was the sustaining of
However, like other firms
Among the organizations which
tours the state in a get-out-the- the motion for a new trial by the
Rainfall For 6 Months
belonging to the Princeton
had been invited to send reprevote message through the month. court because of error in instrucRetail Merchants Association,
Is 93''r Of The Annual sentatives Wednesday were the
The "Votemobile" will travel tion in the conviction of Marlin
business will be continued
' Rotary Club, V. F. W., American
over 4,000 miles heralding the Sigler on a charge of cutting in
Average In County
Homecoming Service
Wednesday. The July 6 issue
Legion,' Kiwanis, Farm Bureau,
theme of citizenship along Ken- sudden heat and passion. Sigler
Rains during the month have Disabled Veterans, Princeton Reof The Leader will be deliverSunday Will Augment
tucky's highways, J. E. Stanford, had been convicted and sentenced
given crops in Caldwell county a tail Merchants Association, Eaged to the postoffice Thursexecutive secretary of the organ- to serve six months in the county
Fund Already Started
severe beating, especially in the les, Elks and representatives from
day instead of Wednesday
ization announced.
jail and fined $400 on the charge.
The raising of enough money to
Cobb, Friendship and Pleasant Fredonia.'
night so many county subUnder the banner, "Your Vote
Boyce Egbert, charged with
bring the amount in the Fredonia
sections, reports•from farm
scribers will not receive their
Williamson, in asking the club
Is Your Voice—Let It Be Heard!" shooting in sudden heat and pas- Grove
Baptist Church building fund to
leaders and farmers of the coun- to sponsor the movement, expaper until Friday. We apof Kentucky farmers sion, was sentenced to serve six
a minimum of at least $5,000 is
ty indicate.
preciate the full cooperation !will
plained that he thought it neceswill be urged to vote for the man months in the county jail and
the goal set by leaders and memTotal rainfall recorded at the sary for Princeton and Caldwell
of our readers and adverof their choice in the August 5 fined $500.
bers of the church at a homecomWest
Kentucky
Sub
Experiment
tisers.
county to have a chamber of
primary, said Stanford. T h e
Five men were sentenced to Station on the Hopkinsville road commerce
ing service scheduled for Sunif the county is to be
"Votemobile" will serve as a re- - •
terms in the Eddyville peniten- for the month was 6.98 inches, progressive and if it is to grow.
day, July 2, the Rev. J. HoNand
minder that the one and only
Sherrils,
plea
of
Roy
on
a
tiary.
Recording Costs To Go
while residents of the Cobb comThomas, pastor of the church, anAlso at the meeting, the outmeans Americans have to keep
guilty to a morals charge, was munity reported that seven inch- going president gave a
nounced Wednesday.
summary
Up After Saturday
the democratic machine functionserve
five
sentenced to
years. Roy es of rain fell there withir 48 of the year'; work with Joe WilThe homecoming service will
Effective July 1 there will be ing, is the use of the ballot box. Gray and George Gray, and hours last
week. The unusually cox giving a financial report. New
feature special messages and a
The "Votemobile" will be manan increase in the cost of recordJimmie and Bobby Marshall, all heavy rainfall in the eaSt and
number of singers. Dinner will
ing nearly all instruments at the ned by Farm Bureau staff mem- from Lyon county, were sentenc- southeast section extended from officers of the club are to be inbe served on the grounds. Forstalled at the next meeting scheds and its public address sysoffice .if County Court Cler
ed to one year each on a plea of Codiz into the edge of .Hopkins uled for Tuesday, July 11. The
mer pastors, members of the
tem will "resound the cry of deJohn Morgan.
guilty
to
charges
of
breaking
and
county.
club will not meet next Tuesday
church and the public are cor- Liberty Bell Replica
The boost in price is the result mocracy," Stanford revealed. The entering the store of Ruble AkConsiderable damage to early because of July 4, a national holidially invited to attend the meetof passage of Senate Bill No. 279 program is non-politteal in scope ridge in Fredonia. The five men hay crops, small grains
Visits
Here
Saturday
and
seed
ing when all donations will be
day.
and its sole purpose is to get
Several hundred persons gath- during the 1950 session of the
were carried to Eddyville Mon- crops was reported, in addition
placed in the building fund, it
those registered voters to the
ered on the southside of the Kentucky legislature. The bill
day by Sheriff G. J. Lewis.
to
corn and tobacco which was
was stated.
polls on August 5, he said.
courthouse here Saturday to see stipulates that this new law beThe petit jury was in session drowned out in bottom land. A Flag Day Tournament
The building fund was started Kentucky'e, only surviving
come
effective
June
15,
but
Clerk
Union
great deal of tobacco will have to Scheduled For July 4
ten days.
sometime ago and has grown to veteran, Commander
Robert Bar- Morgan said he was not going to Drivers License May
be reset to obtain a stand in low
a considerable sum, it' was said. rett, ring an exact
add
the
extra
cost
in
Caldwell
,replica of the
places and bottom land, while a At Local Country Club
BRAD LACY RECOVERING
Be Renewed Here Now
Plans are being made to start Liberty Bell
A Flag Day (full handicap)
which was sent here county until July 1.
great deal of corn which had
Brad
Lacy,
manager
of
the
Kentucky drivers license cards
construction of additional rooms to stimulate the sale of
Some examples of the increases
golf tournament will be held at
Indepenreached
considerable
growth
was
Princeton
Livestock Yards, who
to the present building', includ- dence bonds.
are: marriage license, formerly are expected here today and may
killed by water standing over it. 1 p. m. July 4 at the Princeton
be issued for renewal of present suffered a severe heart attack
ing a basement which will be
George Eldred, chairman of the 95, will henceforth be $6; it will
"It is 'impossible to estimate Golf and Country Club with a
Tuesday afternoon, June 20, is
license
holders
at
once.
Original
Used for social activities of the county savings bond
cost
$3
to
record deeds and mortthe damage to farm lands by the driving contest and also a pitchvolunteer
improvtng
at
his
home
on
East
licenses
may
not
be
issued
until
church.
gages
instead of $2.50 as before,
contest to follow the tournacommittee, who was in charge of
Market street. Mr. Lacy was able recent rains, but terrific damage ing
Tentative, plans call for seven the bell's appearance here, called and chattel mortgages will be re- August 1, except to holders of
in the loss of topsoil has beeh re- ment, Hart Warren, pro, anto
be
about
the
house
Wednesday.
Kentucky
Military
licenses which
rooms on the present level with the bell p "latter day twin of the corded at a ,cost of $1.50 instead
ported to the Soil Conservation nounces. Prizes will be awarded
expire July 1, 1950, Mrs. Leona
at least that many in the base- original" arid said, "It differt of $1 as previously.
office here, especially in the east to winners of each event, he adAverdick, circuit court clerk, an- Madisonville, Hopkins
ment, all of which cars be used from the shrine in Philadelphia in
and southeast sections of the ded. Immediately after the golfnounced today.
for Sunday School rooms. The only two respects. It is a good Final Payment Made
county," Oliver C. Allcock, con- ing activities, a barbecue will be
County
Schools
Merge
Details of the regulations for
held for club members and their
basemeht will be constructed so deal younger, and whole."
Madisonville — (AP) — Con- servationist, said.
holders of Kentucky Military liOn Water Works Plant
out-of-town guests.
that the rooms can be thrown
Rains
over
The program also included a
the
county
have
The final payment amounting censeS will be found on page 3 of solidation of the Madisonville in- been "spotty" according to reports
into a large auditorium for social short address on "Freedom" by
dependent school system and. the
The Leader.
features, Mr. Thomas said.
the Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido, pas- to $12.000 was paid to Don P.
Hopkins county school system from farmers in various sections, -Glenn Strong Buys
The new building is to be plan- tor of the Central Presbyterian Pray, contractor of Monette, Mishas
been voted by the two boards but has been far above normal in Texaco Gas Station
MAKES
TOP
STANDING
souri, 'for construction of the
ned so that a new auditorium can Church.
of
education
involved. The actual the county and this area of the
Levi Oliver, Princeton, was
Princeton water plant at the regbe built in connection with the
Glenn-Strong, salesman for the
merger
will
begin
with the 1951- state. In Hopkinsville, last week's
Sunday School rooms at a mini- RECOVERING FROM SURGERY ular meeting of the city council one of 79 University of Kentucky
rainfall %Vas 5.38 inches, while in Standard Service Company since
52
school
year.
students to receive a perfect
mum expense and work, it was
Louisville it was less than one returning from Army service in
Mrs. Hugh Murphy, Highland Monday night. Total cost of the
Harper Gatton, superintendent inch.
1945, has purchased the Williams'
stated.
avenue, has returned to her home project was $120,000, Mayor Hol- scholastic standing---letter grades
of "A" in all subjects—during If Madisonville schools, will head
A total of 39.84 inches of rain- Texaco service station on West
after undergoing major surgery lowell said.
the second semester of the 1949- the merged system as superin- fall reported since January I is Main and Plum streets. Mr.
at the Jennie Stuart Hospital in
5C academic year, according to a tendent. H. W. Wilkey, county almost 93 per cent of the
Hopkinsville recently. Her condi- WINS BEAUTY PRIZE
annual Strong has resigned his position
assistant
Miss Dorris Harper won third report released by University of- superintendent, will be
rainfall in this county, shown to and will be connected with his
fon is reported satisfactory at
(ideas. Oliver was listed as be- superintendent.
he 42,91 inches. Of the 39.48 inch- new business after July 1.
t is time.
prize in a 'beauty contest at the
ing in the College of Agriculture.
The Dawson Springs and Ear- et, January showed a total of
Mr. Williams has operated the
annual meeting and electric farm
lltgton school systems will not 12.92 inches, followed by June Texaco station at this location
.iss Bessie Brelsford is ex- sho
the
w
held
by
HendersonMrs.
W.
C.
sparks
and
her be affected in the merger, since with 6.98 inches.
for the past 14 years.
Rites For Prominent
peeled home today after spendAt least a week to ten days of
ten-day Carolina.vacation with refit- Union Co-op during June 19-29 at mother, Mrs. Robinson are visit- they maintain independent disFarmer Will Be Held
tricts.
bug in New York.
dry weather is needed for har- Christian Church Host
Sturgis, it is announced.
tiiv
ngesa in North
Here This Afternoon
vesting small grains, cutting hay,
John Enoch George, 54, promiand cultivating corn and tobacco. To Training School
The First Christian Church,
nent farmer of the county, died
in The bottom lands planting of
of a heart attack about one mile
corn and soybeans Is not com- Princeton, is host this week to a
from his home on U. S. 62 In
plete, according to agricultural laboratory training school for.
teachers of Christian Churches in
front of the Sam Koltinsky farm
leaders.
this vicinity, the Rev. George W.
about 3:30 p. m. Tuesday.
Filer, pastor of the church, anMr. George had complained of
Stunt Drivers, Rodeo
nounced.
feeling bad at his home just east
Acts Featured In VFW
Miss Harriett Hardy, state child
of the Princeton-Eddyville road,
worker for the Disciples of
four miles south of Princeton, and
Show Tomorrow Night
had started to Princeton for a
The famous "Helldriver," Bud Christ, is supervising the work,
checkup with his family physiDecker, will be featured in King with a number of visiting workcian Verdie Chambliss and Dewand Decker's "Hell on Wheels" ers aiding her. Approximately 35
ey Veal, who were following Mr.
coming to the VFW ballpark teachers from this and -Triearby
George's truck, noticed that he
Friday night, June 30, beginning Christian Churches are particiwas not driving properly and
at 8:00 p.m, according to an an- pating, Rev. Filer said.
when he pulled to the roadside
nouncement from Ray-Crider-Mcand parked they stopped to inNabb Post 5595.
$8,400 Independence
vestigate. Mr. George lived only
The show also features "SuperBonds Sold In County
a few minutes after parking the
man," who is put into a casket
A report on Series E bond sales
truck.
with a charge of dynamite. The
Funeral services will be concharge is then set off electrically. for the period of the Independucted at 2:90 this afternoon at
Rodeo acts, with real cowboys dence Drive ending June 16
the Morgan Funeral Home by the
and cowgirls are also included in shows Caldwell countains have
Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, pastor of
the evening's program of 30 big purchased $8,400 or 17.5 per cent
the First Baptist Church. Mr.
events, the announcement stated. of the $48,000 quota, it is reportGeorge was a member of the
Proceeds from the show are ed by N. L. Roekey, Louisville,
Eddy Creek Baptist Church. Burfor the benefit of the baseball state director.
ial will be in Ceder Hill CemeState ark. J. R. Park.
Pictured above is an artist's conception of the modern fifty room hotel to be constructed at Kentutky Lake
tery.
VISITING IN FLORIDA
has been awarded to George
contract
the
that
announced
Commission,
Building
and
Property
State
of
the
Engineer
Chief
Rieman,
Surviving are the wife; one
was $497,700.00. SERVES IN JAPAN
structure
the
submitted
on
Hart Warren, golf professional
bid
high
The
bid
of
$366,562.00.
with
a
bidder
low
who
was
Paducah,
W. Katterjohn,
ton; Oscar (Ieorge; grandchild,
Private Bobby A. Jackson, son at the Princeton Golf,and Counmodern hotel is on a beautiful wooded hillside overlooking Kentucky Lake near the area where fifteen ultra-modern
the
of
site
The
sister*,
Betty Jean Geotge; three
two operated on Kentuckq Lake and is located of Mrs. Bertha L. Jackson, Rt. 1, try Club, left Tuesday for Penvacation cottages are located at Kentucky Lake State Park. This state park is one of
Mrs. Ernest Riehle, Mrs. Willie
modern Princeton, has been assigned to sacola. Fla., for a shoat visit with
of the lake near the western approach to F4gner's Ferry Bridge on U. S. at The hotel will have fifty
side
west
the
Ion
Kirk and Mrs. Harold Y. Jacob;
accommodate 200 persons. The dining room will he completely glassed in to give the guests, a commanding view of the AAA Gun Battalion, Shows relatives. He will be accompaniwill
that
rooms
two brothers, 'Burley George,
above the dining room for the enjoy- Air Force Base, Japan, it is an- ed back to Princeton by his wife
The wooded shoreline and the broad expanse of Kentucky Lake. A. large sun deck is planned
Princeton, and tirey George, Oknounced.
and two 5o555.
of the vacationers.
ment
lahoma City.

Fredonia Baptists
Plan New Rooms

J. E. George Dies
Of Heart Attack

Three Boy Scouts and an adult
chairman of camping activities
from Princeton will be among the
47,000 boys from every state and
20 foreign countries to attend the
second national Boy Scout Jamboree starting Friday at Valley
Forge Park, northwest of Philadelphia, where George Washington and Marquis deLafayette
had Revolutionary War headquarters.
Mickey *Cunningham, son of
Mark Cunningham, Jack McMican, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe McMiceli, and Billy Armstrong, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Armstrong,
left here Saturday to join 75
other Boy Scouts and their leaders from the Paducah Area Council, Palmer Vance, district scout
executive announced.
The group left Mayfield early
Monday by chartered bus and
were scheduled to stay in Miamitown, Ohio, Monday night, Somerset, Pa., Tuesday night, arriving at Valley Forge Wednesday
afternoon.
W. D. Armstrong, chairman of
Boy Scout camping activities in
this area, joined a similar party
in Owensboro and will meet the
boys from Princeton at Valley
Forge.
During the stay in camp from
June 30 to July 6, the Boy Scouts
and their leaders will spend three
days touring Philadelphia and
the immediate vicinity, and two
days in Washington, D. C. They
will spend one night at Natural
Bridge, Va., and the last night at
Old Kentucky Home, Bardstown,
on the return trip.
Willard Maore, Grayson Harrelson and William Clinton Haydon
attended the first national Boy
Scout Jamboree from Princeton
approximately 25 years ago.

ause uc
Damage To Crops

•
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nails, den.
Keep walks clear, grass swept off. or strike passersby. Pick up
When
Eiltvate clothesline, of
Toys or other articles left on boards, broken glass.
it in
. walks or Paths are hazards, Place through with a tool, place
or lines in yard so
no
one
wiU
they
position
that
stepping stones at ground level, such. a
THOMAS MCCOP4NaL.I.
the heads of pergola
JOHN S. HUTCHRION, JR.
MAAGINO EDITOR
evenli-spaced. Keep grass and trip over it. Have a specific place
IIDITOD AND PUOLISNIIII
1.11terIN1 as second dais mistier at Princeton, Ey., under the Act of ("olive's
vines from growing over stones. for trash disposal. Do not allow about—and "mark %ay
ia
or March
•
ci,i.0onicRraesy,j
By Jape Eads
By J. S fi
..sorodennipj7
ey their
Trim trees and shrubs border- It to scatter. Inspect all tools be- wickets, or else take eat
ofhy1
Subscription prices: in counts', $2, Eli State, 010; Out-of-State. $3;(ards of
io
sbte
,d
rm
n
'
ssree'er'
YP
h
t
e
Washington — Nature doep not ing paths so they won't scratch fore beginning work in the gar- night."
k
.
e
a
homer
hh
1
f
‘°1
1
g
g
i
1
.
it
'
H
h
e
Thanks, II. Reaolutions of Respect, 2 cents a wbrd. Unsolicited poems, 3 cents'
d
airlnte.sniP1atricarh' .
°
obh
a
tg.P'
'':l
During this hot June weather whether he bought it under the provide all the hazards of sumI word. Reading notices 10 cents a line.
114billIBER OF TIIE Aj$SOCIATED PRESS.-=The Associated Press is entitled ex- you wouldn't thin k anybody government price-support plan. mer. You may escape ticks, snake
nemit•
.15*1L.tth*.,U5L1O reput,iitioa., of al Sktglocal newg_grinted in this
11Tr—Ititnitr8ke;
bite, pTs
another -to Wilk
paper, as well NS all AP news dispatches,
Bill and Al Sinith, two small drowning — and still trip inter a
NtEkIRER KEN WET PRESS a.PaoctieriON
1,50 miles, but Ralph Griffin, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
11111.111.111R.N.ATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
,
, tb
Smith, -gIoden —fide; cut yourself on a
with
local motorcycle dealer, challen- made the most of their recent vaseout knife, sprain an ankle hik
ges any local expert shoe repair- cation by visiting Kit Carson ing. Cuts, scratches—even more
man to do just that. He asks any Cave at Gallup, New Mexico, serious wounds, sprains, strains
Albert Burne
shod repairman to deny his claim where Errol Flynn and Big Boy and fractures—are ever preaent
can
answers
Many
town?
trh
iy.
small
snDtrd
the
youths
in
et,7hrel.taaroli
Where are the
lin:f:
motorcycle
portable
his
new
Williams
..ti roh
that
were
on
location
rteev,
r
makn
i
e,
ot ereturned
menaces to vacation, fun, warns
youths
be received from such a question. Such answers may be, our
economical
means
of
most
is'
the
ing
a
movie,
"Rocky
Mountain."
Dr. Carl J. Poathoff, national
summer conare away attending colleges. Our youths have gone to
called
transportation available. Griffin Both Al and Bill, we are told, first aid and accident preventic.n
ferences. OUr youths are attending summer schools. Our youths says the motorcycle will run 125. shook hands with the actors and
death
director,
Cross.
American
Red
improcured
have
youths
Our
are attending Bible conferences.
miles on a gallon of gas and adds brought their autographs back
He says you can help prevent
portant positions in some large city. And so the answers come.
that for the price of a new pair home with them.
wounds by handling camp and
seek
youths
our
heels
it
could
do
and
of shoe soles
Another question may be asked. Just why
outdoor tools carefully, by being
pastures? travel 1,250 miles. He further adds
ins last week as.
Mrs. Hilda Gresham Radke, careful not to fall or scratch
te venture out into the unknown, or to, let us say, greener
youths
the
0 rsi John
that he hopes to find someone daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
aa
lid 1
,
Again there may be a multiplicity of answers, such as,
yourself on tree limbs. Sprains
are venturous. Our youj4,s are ambitious. Our youths seek higher willing to attempt to walk that Gresham, N. Harrison street, who usually result from falls, so he
Rice.
Charles Broc
goals. There is nothing in our town to offer our youths. Our youths far so to prove his point. He didn't is now assistant manager of the says ,to watch the ground you're
from
youths
are
do.
Our
necessary
to
say
whether
it
is
for
something
have
must
they
and
kitchen
department
of
edge
the
on
Marare
the rider of the motorcycle to shall Field Store at Chicago, walking on, avoid loose stones,
iva after un
bored, and so on.
roots,
small
holes:
wear
sensible
.
roemin
em
andstmhyrse.rthEh
Whatever the answer may be, or however we try to rationalize wear shoes; perhaps that's why sends us a recent issue of the shoes, not sneakers, moccasins or
he picked hot June to make the firm's bulletin which featured the
in our thinking, concerning the youths of our communities, two
loose-fitting
sandals.
challenge.
, Al Warner,
picture of another Princetonian,
things we know: our youth are on the flight to the large cities and
• • •
Strains usually come from lift•
Miss Marilyn Trader, daughter. of
our small towns and counties are diminishing in population. And,
arks°
These people over the country Mrs. Leona Averdick, S. gemin- ing from an improper position.
thus we have a twofold problem in the midst of us.
concluded a vlsi
with signs out saying "George ary street. Miss Trader, who has Use the leg and thigh' muscles,
workers,
Social
the
city.
of
the
problem
problem
is
The first
Washington slept here," have charge of the firm's telephone not back muscles when lifting.
Bailer and Mr.
educators, ministers and others are working day and night, trying nothing on Princeton's
Don't lift heavy objects alone. If
Jimmie
shopping
service,
was
shown
group
into
the
youth
influx
of
the
to cope With the problem of the
you have a lifting job to do.
Wallace. He and three other KenM. Du
cities. .Among their problems are keeping jobs open for them, giv- tucky 4-Hers found a tree which hblding a safety poster- giving a crouch close to the object with
recipe
for
continuous
it, are
on-the-job
create
an
ing them social life that is clean and decent, and trying to
knees bent and then rise with
was growing at Mount Vernon safety.
rs. Malcom Bla
environment that is wholesome and worthwhile. The churches in
your back straight, throwing the
• •.
when Washington lived there
bum and family
the cities are trying to provide a recreation program that will win and made a paperweight which
Speaking of 'safety, we hope weight of your burden onto your
the youths from the dives of the cities by installing recreational they recently
presented to Secre- July 4 will be a day of hdliday shoulders, legs and back," Dr.
facilities in their churches, such as youth lounging rooms and readtary of Agriculture Brannan. fun arid not a day of death. Re- Potthoff suggests. "To prevent
ing rooms, television sets, juke boxes, swimming pools, gymnasium4 However, we
don't know whether member to drive carefully, keep fractures, be especially careful to
and other such things to provide entertainment for the youth and the
group really presented tho 'sober and be cautious while eith- guard against falling. Weariness
the young adults. The churches also are including in their hard"
frequently contributes to aceipaperweight to Brannan Or er swimming or boating..
Pressed budgets a fund to pay youth workers and leaders, recreadents so it is "vise to rest oc•
•
tional directors and religious educational directors.
casionally while hiking or workThe civic leaders of the cities also are keenly aware of the probing in the garden."
lem of youth that they have before them. They, too, are trying to
'Dr. Potthoff submits the follov,:provide parks, recreational facilities and trained leadership to 'alleviing gardening-safety measures:
, ate this youth's flight into the city.
•
Churchmen, ministers, and civic leaders of the cities are•asking
The tourist industry is the third
one big question, "What are the people doing in the small towns to
largest in the State. Only coal
make youth want to escape?" And here is where we are concerned.
and agriculture are ahead of it
What are we doing in the small towns, such as Princeton, to
DICK OBERLIN
Under the yardstick which is
give our youth an opportunity to live, a desire to live in our town,
used to measure tourist income,
WHAS
a desire to worship with us, and a desire to share their talents with
and it's done about as scientifiNEWS DIRECTOR
us, instead of going off into'the city? All we need to do is to look
, ally s possible; under this yard„
around.
stick, the citizens of Kentucky
It
Time
you're
reader
of
a
Many
of
our
prominnet
citizens
First, it must be admitted that beautifulbomes are being protook in $228,000,000 last year
vided for our youths in the small towns, and in our town. This is Magazine, here's what you saw are doing their utmost to accom- from tourists.
in
the
first
paragraph
on
Nationplish
that
goal.
And
many
of
our
more than they have in the city. But, they are willing to gib
Hospitality Fair
Take that chunk of money in
into the city and live,in cramped conditions because of something al Affairs last week (if you don't newspapers are putting forth a rental of motel and
hotel
rooms,
read
don't
like
Time—maybe
you
splendid
effort,
at
vartoo, as are
store
else. So, the beautiful home is not all the answer.
it—well, here's what you missed)! ious forward-thinking civic or- in restaurants, gasoline and movSecond, what opportunities do we have to offer the youth in
JUNE
ie
1
to
JULY
5
and
other
entertainment
atQuote. "If the sticky, glass- ganizations.
business? Frankly, nothing is here. In every small town there are
tractions out of the state income
headed
little
men
of
Mars
were
Just
this
past
weekend,
Dawsmall businesses by the home people and they ace unable to provide
and you've whacked out quite a
jobs for many because of the small business vcilume that is main- watching Earth with their big, son Springs was host to delegates bit. There would be bankruptcies.
blue,
magnifying
from
eyes
last
week,
a
number
of
Western
Kentained. But, for the home owner and his family this situation is just
And, too, there would be a lot
fine. So the majority of our youth must seek employment outside of they must have decided that the tucky towns, another of those in- of people scrimping along who
nation
was
either
being
overrun
stitute-sort-of-affairs
which
are now
our town to live and to build within themselves a certain self-respect.
wax fat.
by man-eating weevils, or that sponsored jointly by the state
Third, there is nothing to do in the recreational field.. One citiIt is a fool, indeed, who kicks
something else—the marijuana chamber of commerce and loc$I
in the teeth the goose who is
zen made this statement, "I am concerned about my son who will be habit,
the cumulative horrors of business groups.
coming home to live within a year. I know he won't stay, because
laying golden eggs. It is a fool,
television, or a vast atomic catasThe
idea
is
for
the
people
who
there isn't anything for him to do here, except go to the show. I hatt.
SOTTISH UNDO! AUTHORITY OF THI COCA-COLA ecoarmo ST
trophe—had addled the nerve- attend to go back to their home- 'ndeed, who ls discourteous to a
this." As Church leaders, as civic leaders what are we really doing
visitor—to a tourist.
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
centers of the masses.
communities
and
tell
other
folks
to entertain our youths?
"Armies of people were fleeing there—who couldn't get away for
Fourth, something must be done. Perhaps it may be along the
country, and the .rest—of the the main event—what transpired.
these lines. Let us encourage some industrial concern to take an
populace seemed to he scurrying Let's trust they did. Because that
interest in our town. Let us provide in our churches and in our away from
their homes like.clis- principally, will be how to make
communities a recreational program of such a nature that will give
turbed ants. The Americans were tourists happy and keep t hem
our youths some place to go, not only during the day but also at
simply engaged in history's big- that way so They'll want to come
night. Let us try to create a distinct fellowship among the youths
gest vacation travel spree.
back.
and the adults of our community so that our youths will no longer
"Sixty million U. S. citizens, There would seem to be one
be lured into the cities of bright lights. Let us create a situation
moved by no stronger stimuli very simple way to accomplish
in our community that will cause our youths to say, "We want an
than the slam of the schoolhouse this end. Kentucky has I nationeducation, because we want to use our talents in our community."
door, the rustle of a travel folder wide reputation for warm-heart—(By Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido.)
and the feel of the hot summer ed hospitality. Whether it is .an
sun—were going somewhere, earned reputation is something
Kentucky On The March
many of them half-way around else. At least, we have it.
STED here are twelve mighty important engineer*
I4
the world, before the summer was
If every filling-station attenand construction features that insure long life and
.
over.
dant, restaurant and hotel emlow
maintenance in a truck. Only truck-built GNICs
"The main body of the tourist ployee, motel attendant a n d
give you all twelve! No other make offers more than
By Ewing Galloway
army was applying itself assidu- worker at Mammoth Cave, PinYour correspondent's persistent efforts to ,persuade Frankfort ously to seeing America first, nacle Mountain, Kentucky
six—some
only one or two!
Lake
to put up good road signs for the guidance of strangers looking for hitting the highways in the cool and all the rest will
remember
our scenic attractions finally got the attention of Governor Clements. of the morning and getting into that he is, in effect, an official
Don't be fooled by claims—look underneath the paint.
2 TONS major features that
'h TOcompare
twelve
A definite promise? No, not quite that good. Maybe he needs a the best cabin courts by mid-af- host for the
in
maintenance.
If you want a real truck that will give you most miles
Commonwealth —
makes of trucks
and lower
little time to confer with department heads. We will grant him the ternoon."
How leading dependability, longer life
that he is,actually an official repMCI
greater
per dollar, use this check list to measure up truck
insure
ISM
time, then if something definite isn't done soon there will be anGNIC
If ever a challenge was tossed resentative of Kentucky as a legvalues. Remember, all these extra-mileage feature'
other column about the much needed road signs.
to the tourist-seeking-states of al entity—and all of us private
are standard equipment on a GMC —there's no extrJ
the union, there it was. And, if citizens, too—Well, if they'll just
A paragraph from the Governor's letter:
ellIeless-, .1
Pew;-sod"You are dead right about the signs, and your observations any state should think about remember that, the inherent
charge for them.
VALVIAN•111110 11140911
with reference to what they mean to the traveling public and what meeting the challenge, it's Ken- courtesy of Kentuckians will take
NI!NOISSPOssit
iS
LIADS
the tourists mean to our Treasury, whether it be as individuals' or tucky.
care of the rest.
SUSIAINIII 1010O1
collected tax money found in the Treasury, are right to the point.
LIDOS IN
Observations like yours are wholly constructive and conductive to
reu-rsissisis lUSINCATION
041110.1 ewe
improvements by public officials in the conduct o? the CommonWiner end
sI Al Awls
IIIANSMISSION
wealth's affairs. I appreciate your views, and so do Henry Ward
syso00-miss
DMA MOOR
and Mrs. Lucy_ Smith, and I believe we shall profit from them and
wit% WOO*.
IleslsolAsow.
Sess•Vors
Gill
by them." •
SALL-SISSING 555111N0
rinosts:aania
MODIDID
I like the flattery, of course, but action is more important. In
SIPASATILT
reps&
SADIATO• Ise ttttt
publicizing our natural and man-made wonders with roadside signs
AND
DAMSDNIII
fOSSICINAL
we are decades behind other states.
Nostothnso
Ito eagles
airatisiON
If you have driven over much of both Kentucky and Indiana I
SADIAt011
111111A-DI
provost. essIANI
don't have to tell you that every state park, every natural attracSAND -•--SDININS
ROW
DOUSSIADDAPPID
tion in the Hoosier state is far better publicized than our attractions.
sal* siet•Wsy
MS Its Nor,
Compared with Mammoth Cave and Kentucky Dam, Indiana's bigSOINID
-CDO•NA
gest tourist attractions are little more than picnic grounds, but
10
—7
DysoolasHy Ssisn,•61
travelers on the highways don't have any trouble finding the HoosseirLANt Tits
SOD %MINIM
ier sights.
HAM AN'
If Governor Clements and Conservation Commissioner Ward
could see the crowds of Kentuckians, that go to Kentucky Dam on
Sundays they would appreciate the dam's tourist appeal. Some Kentuckians living 100 miles from the dam get lost trying to reach it.
Mammoth Cave has some roadside signs, but not enough. It
certainly needs some national publicity, also. Neglected for forty
years because Kentucky officials were little more publicity minded
than hermit mountaineers, Mammoth Cave needs a build-up that
will take ten more years. Commissioner Ward and Highways Commissioner Keck have done quite a lot thus far.
To help get some big nation-wide publicity for the cave I PM
going to use all the arguments at my command to persuade a pictorial magazine to make a big article about it. Forty interesting photos
could be taken at the cave. My resourcefulness as a press agent
will be given a test.
In the meantime we'll be waiting and watching for the aforementioned roadside signs.
Kentuckians needn't wait for the signs. They can find our
two major attractions with a road map.

Little Chips

:

Youth's Flight

Over the 4th
celebrate with Coke
and good food.
A picnic's fun!

your food

Governor Takes Notice

COMPARE-AND YOU'LL I
0100SE GMC!
GUIDE
/RUCK

BUYER'S

You can carry bigger loads safely on a truck -built CMC.

Astargaret Truman will not make any public appearances this
sumtlfstr, her booking agent reports. Her father, however, is still
available.
•
A number of folk were missed by the census man. The job
should have been done by internal revenue. It never misses anybody.
•
There are various chemical products that can •senew soil and
increase agricultural yields, but the most effective of all fertilizers
, is a federal subsidy.

WHERE TO SEE THE NEW BIG-VALUE GMC TRUCKS

M. & S. MOTOR & EQUIPMENT CO
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er, Mrs. Attie Bugg, and other
relatives here.
Mrs. Amble Fuller has returned from Nashville, Tenn., after
spending several weeks there
with her
.Mr.s..Rajtmond
Cannon, Mr. Cannon and her new
grandson.
• Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Trigg spent
a few days last week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
re.
from
Albert Burnett and son, Young after they returned
returned to their home in a three weeks honeymoon trip.
last week after They returned to their home in
ailed here by the illness Lexington'Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge and daughath of her father, T. L.
ter, Carrie, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Patricia Smith, Louisville, Eldridge and children visited Mr.
home Mondai after Eldridge at the IC. Hospital in
g last week as house guest Paducah Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Burr,
rid Mrs. John F. Rice and
Jr., and sons, of New York, arre.
Charles Brockmeyer, Jr„ rived Sunday to spend summer
reed from Dyers hospital vacation with her mother, Mrs.
wa after undergoing an L. B. Young, and Mr. Young.
Piano pupils of Mrs. Howard
toniy there. She is conEasley presented a recital at the
at her home.
Al Warner, 'Mrs. Mary school auditorium Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins and
d Mrs. Emma Cunning1 of Jacksonville, Fla., children, June, Jerry and Bruce,
eluded a visit with Mrs. and Mrs. Allie Bugg have retler and Mr. J. E. Hill- turned from a week's vacation in
Savannah, Ga., and other points
nd Mrs. Duke Beavers, of interest in the south.
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Flowers
are visiting their daugh. Malcom Blackburn, Mr. have taken an apartment in th
rn and family, her moth- home of Mrs. Sam Howerton. Rev.

nit Mrs. Pendelton Hughes
Ind,
, "Corky", of Gary,
Wing their summer vacs,Hughes,
h his father, John
•• Hughes.
ii-natr Raymond Moore
Groves Cenmy" Moore,
spending their summer
with Mr and Mrs. Chartermous and other rehi-

5umnierfirne is
ANPYINTI

Midway Host To
District 13 U.

Driver's Licenses Go
On Sale During July

Cobb News

dren and Miss Mable Holland of
Evansville were called here
Thursday by the death of their
grandmother, Mrs. Lena Kenady.
Funeral services were conducted
from the Midway Church Friday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Winters,
Adams, Tenn., visited in the
home of Mrs. Etta Taylor over
—
the. weekend..
Mrs. Etta Taylor, Mrs. Dorothy
Holloway and daughter, Bonnie,
and Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wood
and son spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake where they enjoyed a
family picnic.
Joe White, Chicago, arrived
here Saturday to spend the summer with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman White.
—

The Cobb Homemakers Clu b
Renewals of Motor Vehicle Opwith Mrs. Earl Wood Tueserator's License for 1050-1951, met
when a large number of the
commonly referred to as "opera- day
make
The Midway Baptist Church tor's licenses", will be on sale at members were present to
was host to the district meeting the circuit court clerk's office in aluminum trays.
Ray Dixon Adams, who is atof the Baptist Training Union each diunty during July, Paul
when a large number of ieaders Boyd, Operator's License Section, tending school.in Nashville,
IA tha.arganizattQn
Depagtment...—of-...Reventie. anr spent.the weekend with _bit mother, Mrs. Elnora Adams.
church Thursday night.
nuunced.
Mrs J. E. Keys and three chitMr. Wood Holloway, Princeton,
Boyd called attention to two
spent part of Monday here in the important changes in the law.
mobile.
interest of his farm class.
K en tucky Military Extension
Applicants for arty type of opBob White, who spent the win- Permits becdtne void on July 1,
erator's license between HI and
ter with his grandparents, • Mr. 1950. Operators' Permits f r om
18 years of age must have the
and Mrs. Herman White, returned the United States are good only
father or legal guardian sign that
to his home in Chicago Saturday. while operating official vehicles
he assumes responsibility under
Mrs. Jack P'Pool who is at- in the course of service. Military
the Operator's License Law, Boyd
tending Murray State College, personnel must have regular State
said
was called home Friday to at- Motor Vehicle Operator's License
tend the funeral services and bur- the same as a civilian when opial of his father-in-law, Mr. Billy erating any privately owned veP'Pool, tlf the Blue Spring com- hicle on the highway. On and
munity.
after July 1 the holder of a MiliMrs. Pearl Davis. Princeton, tary Extension can surrender
spent the weekend with her Sis- this and obtain an original opOVER 3,500 CONTRACTS ter, Mrs. Lena Kenady. Mr. Wy- erator's license without an exlie Jones and daughter, Eloise. amination.
Some of Largest in
, a a om o show horse, were visitors in the Kenady home
ap a n
:
1
The other important change is
The Country
broke through the weakened cover of a well in which water was Sunday afternoon.
any
of
license
that no operator's
22-feet deep and six feet from ground level at Renton, Wash. With
Mr. Jim Blanks, Central CitY, type can be issued to anyone not
the
rescued
ropes and the aid of several neighbors the owner
a resident of Cobb 35 years ago, 18 years of age. Licenses issued
horse which was not injured. (AP Wirephoto)
spent Sunday here and attended for operating a 5 HP Motor vehiservices at the Midway Baptist cle or a motorcycle will be idenINSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
Flowers is holding pastorate of
Church.
tified as such on the face of the
the First Presbyterian church
and
Miss Margie Shoulders
license and cannot be used for
during the summer.
Miss Rose Wood spent Thursday the operation of a regular autoMrs. John F. Rice entertained
at Kentucky Lake fishing.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
with a party Friday night honorA crowd from Cobb attended zen tqind physician of this neighPHONE 775-W
256
BOX
O.
P.
was
and
years
many
for
ing her house guest, Miss Patricia
borhood
Registration for the 27th an- funeral services for Dr. L. 0.
Smith of Louisville. Invited guests nual 4-H Week at the University Young in Dawson Springs last loved and admired by the entire
were Nancy Carroll Phelps, Eve- of Kentucky totaled 1,228 boys Thursday. Dr. Young was a citi- community.
lyn Riley, Wanda Phelps, Donna and girls, leaders and farm and
Quertermous, Lenora Rice, Billy home agents from 118 counties.
Sam Young, Joe Conway, Donald
The three-day program of demConway, Hugh Yates, Jimmie
onstrations by club members in
Beck,- Donald Rogers and Dick
homemaking and farming pracRice.
tices, lectures by university specEmma
Mrs.
Mrs. Al Warner,
ialists and guest speakers, anti
Cunningham, Mrs. Mary Hurd, morning and evening services in
Jacksonville, Fla., and Mrs. Isaac Memorial Hall, had as its theme,
Butler and Mr. J. E. Hillyard "Working Together for a Better
spent Wednesday at Kentucky Rural Kentucky."
Lake.
Champions named during the
Rev. and Mrs. Clyde Walker, week were: Lois Monahon, BrackMrs.
and
Mr. Frank Grubbs
en county, style revue; Mary
Johnnie Martin were guests of Jane Snodgrass, Harrison, foods
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs Sunday after- judging; Barbara Ellis, Boyle,
noon.
clothing judging; Thomas Seale
Don Harris, Auburn, Ky., was and Herbert Baker, Owsley, watin town Sunday afternoon visit- er-management; Barbara Myers,
ing friends.
Bath, canning judging; Richard
Mrs. Wilford Baker and Mrs. Metzger and James Bently, JefFloyd Jones were in Louisville ferson, farm practices, team; Raymond Ragland, Larue, farm pracMonday.
Miss Mary Wilson, Williston, tices, individual; Betty Folsom,
Fla., has 'arrived to spend the Ballard, home economics, and
summer with her father, J. A. Janet Peters, Scott, room imWilson, and aunt, Miss Lily Wil- provement judging.
Awards in dairy-product demson.
onstrallOns were made to Nancy
Missionary Society of the First
Bertram, Barren county; Mary
Presbyterian church met with
Elizabeth McMakin, Old ham
Mrs. W. B. Conway Thursday afcounty, and Shirley Geurin, Calternoon. Those present were Mrs.
loway county.
W. , M. Young, Mrs. Florence
Jare Alexander of Bath county
Parr, Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs.
received an award from Phi UpHarry Flowers, Mrs. Grace Loyd,
silon Omicron, honorary home
Miss Imogene Wigginton and the
economics fraternity, for being
hostess. Refreshments were servthe outstanding girl at 4-H Week,
ed during the social period.
while James Wallace of Caldwell
Mrs. E. C. Harwood and son, county received a similar honor
Charles, returned to their home for boys from Alpha Zeta, honorin Morganfield Sunday after be- ary agricultural fraternity.
ing called here by the illness and
Ella Marie Leathers of Anderdeath of her father, T. L. Grubbs. son county and Albert Dusing of
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora Bracken county w ere given
Young are in Nashville this week. awards of merit from the Univer2.'inner guests of Mr. and Mrs. sity 4-H Club.
4
W. M. Young Sunday were Mr.
State officers elected for the
and Mrs. C. Y. Williams, Russell- year were: Jack Heller, Oldham
M.
Mrs.
0.
Carver,
and
''lie: Mr.
county, president; Eloise Cooksey,
Mary Lennis Carver of Detroit; Washington county, vice presi:4:-. and M:-s. Alvin Trigg, dent, and Mary Gertie Eades,
Get out of those hot slacks and into these cool rayon
Lexington.
Christian county, secretary.
poplins at this new low price. Four summer colors to
The W.M.U. of the Baptist
._:lurch met with git. J. J. Rogchoose from: Tan, Brown, Blue and Grey. Waist sizes
ers Thursday afternoon.
Misses Jackie and Molly Hun28 to 42.
-ak,sr, of Princeton, are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Woodall
Florence
their grandmother, Mrs.
spent the weekend with his moth?arr, and aunt, Miss Dorothy er and Mr. Major Brown.
7? -7 this week.
The families of Ralph Griffin
Mr". T. R. Feagan and son, Ted, and Johnson Myers spent Sunday
returned from Wichita, Kansas, at Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Basil Dalton and Mrs.
Hugh Yates were in Murray Saturday afternoon.
The Fathers Day program at
t h e Cumberland Presbyterian
Church on Sunday, 'June 18, was
greatly appreciated and enjoyed
by the large number attending.
Miss Wanda Nelson will leave
for Detroit this week where she
will be employed.
Mrs. Joe Doherty and boys
from Detroit are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Riley.
James Cartwright and mother
of Evansville visited the Major
Browns Sunday evening.

FREE

Champions Named
At 4-H Club Week

WITTY AND CARL

PENNEY'S is bursting with
VALUES for the

RAYON POPLIN SLACKS

ENERGY PICK- UP
between meals, give
your Kiddies a jelly,
cheese or meat sandwich, made with ...
NUTRITIOUS

Sunbeam
ENERGY BREAD
or BUNS
.nt engii re long life
k -built
ers more ,
eath the , •
YOU most ,
sure up
ileage fes
; ere's no

eer,

em GOING and GROWING' with

s Nest Enc...rgy
erica
'
PROM YOUR FAVORITE GROCER

uck-WI

Welcome
bra
I I

TONS

$
Lightweight and
Comfortable! Low Priced!

utzbeanI

hen you drive into our service
artment,the man who greets you is
proud of your Pontiac as you arm
knows you bought your Pontiac
um of its reputation for line perms and dependable,economical
g life—and he aims to protect that
lion.
time your Pontiac mods services
on our (Amory-trained ism
*Cs, specialised oquipment and
ory-enginissead parts. You'll And
service is every bit as good as that
Pontiac you drive.

Pretest Tear Pestles
will Poetise!Wyk*

Crider News

Thursday after visiting last week
with Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller.
Funeral services for Mrs. Laura
Watson, who died at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Emma Hillyard in Columbus, Ohio, were
held at the Cumberland Presbyterian church Saturday afternoon. Burial was in the Fredonia
cemetery. Mrs. Watson was a
former resident of Fredonia. Several children survive.

Car
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TERMITE SPECIALISTS

MEN'S COOL

That

•

Financing your new
car? You CAIN insure
It locally and be asoared of quick service on any and all
claims. Ask us about
It before making other

MEN'S ACETATE RAYON
CREPE SPORT SHIRTS
Get Yours Nowl
For Only

998

Cool Rayon Crepe in Short Sleeves and full cut for
Summer Comfort. Colors blue, green, grey, wine,
white and maize. Sizes small and large.

REDUCED
DRESSES
400.4"
711

Enjoy new dress finery for the 4th at these
new low prices. See this lovely array of
georgeous cottons, Bemberg sheers, piques
and other cool summer fabrics.

Junior, Mimes, Women's

MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

and Half Sizes. BUY TWO AND SAVE.
BOYS'

arrangements.

WASH SUITS

• Wool Tropicals
• Burlington Mill Rayon Travel Cool
• Sizes 35-44 -- Come Early
COBH'TI Haut/Mel SI ASKf

• ALL RAYON NYLON CORD

S. Jeff

$15.00

Shirt and Pant Suits for your e177
boy for the 4th. Sizes 4 to
10...

t.
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167,275 Caldwell
Farmers SignACP
Programs For 1950

Summer Issue Of State
Magazine Off The Press

Thursda , June 29,
1

Good Spring News

Homemakers News

The summer Issue of "In 'Ken- Quinn •
tucky" magazine Is now off the
et
The Quinn Homemakeri
press, tt - was announced today tee- with Mrs. Clifton -Crenshiiviiir
the State Division of Publicity.
June 12th at 9:00 a.m, and the
For the first time in the 13 day was spent in making alumiyear history of publication, the num trays. A total of ten trays
-More than three-fourths of official State magazine used a
were made with many expressing
Kentucky's farmers are enrolled three-color cover picture. A pica desire to make more. Those
in the 1950 Agricultural Conser- ture of a girl at the wheel of a members wishing to make anothvation program, the Production lake cruiser on Kentucky Lake is
er tray will meet with Mrs. Will
and Marketing AdministraCon the picture which was used.,
Sigler on July 6th at 1:30 p.m.
announced here last Thursday in
sumthe
The feature story in
to paint the tray and with Mrs.
their meeting.
mer issue tells of five girls and Roy Traylor on July 7th at 1:30
In a final report on the 1950 their vacation at the two state p.m. to complete the etching of
ACP sign-up campaign. R. 0. parks on Kentucky Lake. Two of the tray.
Wilson, chairman of the State the four pages of this story are
The business meeting was conPMA Committee, reported that in color.
ducted by Mrs. Will Sigler. Devo167,275 Kentucky farmers are
There is also a feature showing tional from Psalm 104 was read
enrolled in the program this year. the redecoration which has been
by Miss A 1 t a Towery and the
This is approximately 76 per done at My Old Kentucky Home.
thought for the month was "Earth
"reofficially
will
"Home"
be
cent of the 220,000 farmers in the The
is Not Ours Forever," by James
state and is approximately one dedicated" on July 4th.
Merchant..
.
per cent more than were enrolled
Other features tell of work
Eleven members answered roll
in the 1949 program when 162,531 being done on the new addition
call with the following new offisigned up.
to duPont Lodge, at Cumberland
cers being elected for next year:
Cumberland county with 1,488 Falls State Park, a coal develMrs. Will Sigler, president; Mrs.
farmers and Bourbon county with opment in Breathitt county, the
Clyde Coleman, vice president; YOUNG BTICK-INzTHII-MUD: Firemen struggled for 45 min952 farmers reported 100 per new tuberculosis hospital at ParMrs. Medley Horning, secretary- utes at Denver, Colo., before freeing Jimmy Sister, 14, when he
cent enrollments with all their is, the 1950 State Fair, the future
treasurer; and Miss Alta Towery, was trapped in a mucky quagmire of a water-filled gully in southKentucky
dairymen,
new vafarmers signed up in the 1950 of
recreation leader.
west Denver. The boy had sunk below his waist when the firemen
cation cottages at Kentucky state
ACP.
Members present were: Mrs. came to his rescue. Altogether, he was held fast in the mire for
Other counties with 90 per cent parks, and the national golf
Clyde Coleman, Mrs. Medley an hour and 15 minutes. A hospital examination showed he was
or more of their farmers enrolled tournament to be held at LouisHorning, Mrs. H. R. Sigler, Mrs. exhausted but otherwise unharmed. (AP Wirephoto)
in the 1950 program are: Clark ville next month.
Will Sigler, Miss Alta Towery,
and Woodford, 99 per cent; Met- Mercer and Wolfe, 93; Elliott,
Eleanor Crenshaw, Vera Drennan,
Mrs. Roy Traylor, Mrs. J. R. VIIWilma Vandiver and a group of
calfe, Owen, and Robertson, 98; Gallatin, Harrison, Marshall, and
lines, Mrs. Joel Boitnott, Mrs. Roy
children.
Montgomery, Scott and Taylor, Ohio, 92; Fulton, Garrard, Mason,
Massey, Mrs. Roosey Roberts, and
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Burchett
97; Henry and Shelby, 96; Barren, Todd, and Trimble,
91; and Adair, Mrs. Shelby Asher.
and boys visited Mr. and Mrs.
95; Nicholas and Simpson, 94; Bracken, Caldwel I,
Dawson Road
Calloway,
Visitors were: Mrs. Lawson
The Dawson Road Homemakers Pei-rest Cayce Sunday afternoon.
Felker, Mrs. Vera Rakestraw,
Several from this 'community
Mrs. Clifton Crenshaw, Mrs. Roy Club met Thursday, June 15, at
Tayloe, Mrs. Ray Tayloe, Mrs. 10 a. m., on the spacious lawn at enjoyed a picnic at Kentucky
Lake Friday. Among those presLewis Felker, Misses Hilda ' and Mrs. Clyde Clayton.
The group assembled at the ent were Mr. and Mrs. Travis
Linda Villines, Luretta Traylor,
morning hour and began making Sisk and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell and son, Mr. and
Hancock, and Lincoln, 90 per aluminum
trays. The leaders were Luther
cent, Wilson stated.
Mrs. Verdie Creekmur and Mrs. Mrs. Robert Parker, Mrs. Emma
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Fulton
All farmers signed up in the Fred Nichols,
Jr.
.
Piercy, Mrs. Clarence Sisk, Mr.
ACP are entitled to share in 1950
•
pot-luck
At
noon
lunch
was
enWillard Mitchell, Miss June Oliprogram funds of $6,330,000 allover, Miss Caroline Oliver, all of
cated to the state, provided they joyed by all.
At 2 p. m. the business session this community, and Mr. and
adopt soil and water conservation
We are now receiving barley, oats, crimson,
practices approved in the pro- was called to order by the presi- Mrs. Orley Armstrong, Indianagram. This assistance is made dent, Mrs. K. T. Vick. After devo- polis, Indiana.
ladino, and fescue to be cleaned. If you have
available to the farmers on a tional and roll call, new officers
Mrs. Travis Sisk, Mr. and Mrs.
share-the-cost basis, with farm- for the coming year were elected. Orley Armstrong, Mrs. Frank
They
are:
president,
Mrs. K. T. Burchett and Peggy Sisk spent
ers paying approximately half
a separation job to be done see us for we may
the cost of practices adopted, W. Vick; vice president, Mrs. Bill Tuesday in Evansville.
S. Traylor, PMA chairman, said. Palmer; secretary-treasurey, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. LaNeave
have a machine to do the job.
Seventeen practices designed to Marvin Stallins. Mrs. Fred Nich- spent Sunday with their grandreduce erosion, to drain excess ols, Jr., was appointed recreation son, Van Curling, of Princeton.
water from the soil, or to improve leader and Mrs. Jack Nichols as Mr. and Mrs. King Curling of
We are now separating turnips from crimson,
the land by adding needed chemi- publicity chairman. Various oth- Cadiz were afternoon guests
in
cals or humus are approved for er committee members and pro- the home.
ject
leaders
were
appointed.
state-wide use in the 1950 ACP.
and we also have a machine that is recommendMrs. E. W. LaNeave and daughMajor practices included in this
The group voted to have a
ter and Mrs. Millie LaNeave of
list are: Applying lime to farm work-day to complete trays on
Mayfield were weekend guests
ed to take onions out of fescue.
land, spreading phosphate on le- Monday, June 19, at the home of
of Mrs. J. A. Hemingway and
gumes and grasses, establishing Mrs. Verdie Creekmur.
Mrs. E. T. LaNeave. Mrs. Lawinter cover crops, developing
A new member added this Heaves daughter remained
here
a
n
d
improving
permanent
pas- month is Mrs. Lemah Hopper. for a visit with Miss Dot
Come to our plant on Cleveland Avenue and see
Russell
ture, applying potash to legumes Other members present were:
and grasses, contour planting of Mesdames Glover Lewis, H. G.
Fredonia Valley
the best equipped plant in all of West Kentucky.
crops, terracing farm land, land M. Hatter, R. G. McClelland. W.
The Fredonia Valley Homemakdrainage, and turning under B. Rogers, Orman Travis, Waiter
green manure crops, he explained. Rogers, Jack Nichols, Fred Nich- ers Club met Friday morning in
Phone Hopkinsville 1780.
In Caldwell county, soil testing ols, Jr., Charlie Tandy, Hyla Mo- the home of Mrs. Bill Conway
to determine the needs for speci- hon, Marvin Stallins, Bill Pal- with Mrs. Cecil Brasher as cofic chemicals in farm soils is in- mer, K. T. Vick, Verdie Creek- hostess. Mrs. Floyd Jones presidFOR FORTY-THREE YEARS
cluded in the list of ACP prac- mur and Clyde Clayton. Visitors ed at the meeting in which new
officers were installed following
tices for the first time this year. present were: Miss Shirley Vick,
the devotional by Mrs. Russell
Farmers
adopting the practice Mrs. Rufus Boaz, Mrs. Hamil TraTHE FARMERS HOST
Yates.
as a part of the ACP are requir- vis, Miss Janice Palmer, Miss
Mrs. Opal Rice was installed as
ed to have all cropland on their Jean Sims, and little Sandy Boaz.
president; Mrs. J. J. Rogers,
farm tested at one time. Farm
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S
vice-president; Mrs. Charles Bakland other than cropland may be Eddy Creek
er, secretary-treasurer, and Mrs.
tested at the onteen of the farmer.
The Eddy Creek Homemakers
part of the cost of the testing met in the home of Mrs. Pepper Walton Woodall, recreation leadprogram will be paid from ACP Jones on June 22 for an all-day er.
Mrs. Arlie Vinson gave the lesfunds set aside from the general meeting which was spent in makcounty allocation.
ing aluminum trays. Mrs. Nell son on the minor project, good
(1 ncr,: pot atd)
The direct cost of these soil Satterfield and Mrs. J. A. Hem- grooming and the care of the feet,
tests to be paid by the farmer ingway were the leaders. Eight while Mrs. Floyd Jones and Mrs.
will be eight cents for each acre trays were made, two having al- Opal Rice 'led the major project
legson in the making of alumiof land to be tested, Mr. Traylor ready been completed.
num trays. Many beautiful trays
concluded.
Officers were elected during
ihe business session in the after- were started in the morning and
noon with Mrs. Wylie Brown completed after the lunch which
was served on the lawn, potchosen president. Mrs. J. A. Hemluck style.
ingway was named vice-presiThose present were Mesdames
dent, Mrs. Vernon Burchett, secretary-treasurer, and Mrs. Travis Floyd Jones, Ruble Akridge, Cecil Brasher, Opal Rice, J. J. RogSisk, recreation leader.
ers, Charles Bake r, Russell
Members present were MesHaving sold my farm 10 miles east of Princeton on
Yates, Charles Wilson, Virgil
Princetondames Charles Lester, Wylie
Coleman, Sarah Conway, Arlie
Hopkinsville road, I will offer for sale the following
Brown, Vernon Burchett, Buddy
described
Vinson, Veldon Yandell, Mary
Brown, Jimmie Jones, F. A.
property, beginning at 10 A. M.
Melton, Walton Woodall and AdLewis, Nell Satterfield, J. A.
rian Faught. Visitors wer:
,
. Mrs.
Hemingway, Frank Burchett and
Harry Flowers and Mrs. Rill
the hostess.
Smith.

Eddy Creek News

Farmers

Thirty-three attended Sunday
School here Sunday.
Homecoming serviced Will AV
held here Sunday, July 16, with
special singing in the afternoon.
Everyone, Is invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Lennel Dalton
were Sunday evening guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Tosh.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Rogers
and Joyce were visitors in Dyer,
Tenn., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and

son, Marion Wayne, were afternoon guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Lexie Toth Sundae.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore
were the pinta of her brother,
u
y
p4r,,/,Aete _Tint)And
day,night..
Mies- Amelia Tooh and Miss
Sylvia Ruth Vinson were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. David Merrick.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Nelson and
his mother, Mrs. Ettle Nelson,
were guests of her daughter, Mrs.
Virgil Harper and family Sunday.
Mr. and Airs. John Tosh and

a.

SATURDAY JULY 1

1950 Ford tractor and equipment
50-tooth section harrow
Rubber tired wagon
Rastus, same as new
14-tooth harrow, same as new
Many small tools and implements

Cedar Bluff
The Cedar Bluff Homemakers
held the June meeting with Mrs.
Tula Goodwin, and Mrs. Herman
Darnell gave the lesson on the
making of aluminum trays. Five
trays were finished in the club.
Members present included Mrs.
Herbert Williams, Mrs. Tully
Choice, Mrs. W. H. Pool and Mrs.
Aaron Cummins. Mrs. M. H. Travis and Mrs. Delia Gresham were
visitors. •

Five Milk Cows

1 cow with calf by side

Eighteeh members of the intermediate and young people's
classes enjoyed the Training Union social at the home of Pat
Bradshaw Friday night.
The Sunday School Associational meeting was held at the
White Sulphur Church Sunday
afternoon with a large nurnber of
the churches in the association
represented.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Morris and
Wanda Kay George spent the
weekend in Evansville with Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hall and son.
Mrs. Edna Cartwright and
family, /4r. and Mrs. Wilfred
Winters and Sara Ann, and Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Mitchell went
to Jefferson monument Sunday.
Barbara Lee Cartwright is
spending the week with Mr. and
Mrs. Wilfred Winters and Sarah
.
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cartwright
had as their guests Sunday afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Auther
Faughn, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Haydon
Board and son, and Betty Jean
Faughn.
A number of people from our
community have been attending
the tent revival at Fredonia.
of Princeton.
Mrs. Buddy Brown and daughter spent one day last week with
Mrs. Brad Lacy and Willa Ann.
Several W.M.U. workers from
the Eddy Creek Church attended
the all-day meeting in Kuttawa
Friday and worked in the R. A.
Camp.
Mrs. F. A. Lewis attended the
wedding of her great-niece, Miss
Dale Ladd, who became the bride
of Mr. Jason White of Eddyville
Friday evening. The cerem'ony
was performed in the Eddyville
Baptist Church.
Miss Jo Lester spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lester.

Try A Leader Classified Ad!

CHARLEY OVERBY,
Auctioneer

SPECIAL SALE

Good Down Town Restaurant now
up for sale. See Us Today.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
KY.
•
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Modern Ice Refrigerators, Ice Cream Freezers
and Picnic Chests at Bargain Prices
. While
They Last.

CITIZENS ICE CO.
PHONE 2707

PRIV FTON. ky

Businesa

CITY TAX NOTICE
The 1950 City Taxes are now
due and if paid on or .before July
20th, a 2% discount will be allowed. The books are now open
for collection.

GARLAND QUISENBERRY
Clerk-Collector

DAVIS
Super
Safety

Cold Rubber
. . . Up to
30% More
Mileage!

$14.75

45

Davis Butyl Tube$
2•
6.00)416 Reg.

TRUETON
Table Radio
Guaranteed
BRAKE UNING SETS

F!1'.°,`,Yc $17.95

For most cars '37-47. Pre.
cision made and reinforced.
4-Piece set for 2
wheels
COMO at SIMILAR SAYINGS!

Smartly stream'ined modnatural
ern case. R
tone Excellent reception.
Four tubes and rectifier.
02/et
Same, Walnut Plastic
To match your table! $11}1.9)

SemiExchanges Having a
seals Individual Lin
$15.50 or more
0.75 or more but less
875 or more but less
8.00 or more but less
7.50 or more but less
725 or more but less
.25 or more but less
less

Privet
T RATE
isville
Business
Residence
er Exchanges in the
Business
Residence
GE RATE
uisville
Business
Hotel and Apartme
Residence
•'er Exchanges in the
Business
Hotel and Apartm
Residence
Privet
USE LINES, each
Flat Rate:
Both-way ....
Inward
Message Rate, in
(Louisville, Owens
First Trunk
Additional, wit
allowance, e
Messages in e.
on first true
Message Rate in C
Service in Exchan

First both-way
allowance ol
Additional Tr
zllowance,
Messages in ex
first trunk .
Individu

AU'et

b(iiller0

and Padu,.

Cord.binforead

ISARDIN

Non

25 Feet $2.95
Full %". Tough, flexible
-black rubber. Braided
cord foe extra strength.

Brass couplings. ails

Mob* AM-FM Trotont
Pow•rful,
Dant performmei
Walnut plastic
cabinet. Static.
fres FM receP•
lion. MN

a.„,,,,.95
-7

1+7,

‘444-4-4-4-eirrat

7400

"Lou Boudreau"

BALL CLOVE
Off ic eat

i 2" Official

SOFTBALL SAT

SOFTBALL

$1.49
33". Ash and
maple stock

$1.89
Steam welded.
Horsehide.sieu

)Why linjMors
and e_f_cLeto?

at rate
service, is fur
l
applicable
thin
thin the base rate
r indirvaitdu
e a pl
ttah.e If there are
lens
:
a
te 19r each station
umber of stations
co
at rate
service is fur
t twit* the
individual
se rate
area. Trunk
''It'Pbone Companv's
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bakelfitTles

011121.2t

and

For Classes of Ser
BUSiDelle
Individual Line
2-Party Line
4-Party Line
Rural Line

ranktort

1.11.4
407. LIN Prices

Stops hot ones.
2 models-left
right. (Oiled
tan cowhide.
Ire

EDONIA:

Toll
Exchanges Where T
Each

e e,1
Rayon cord construction
and premium safety with
patented Curve eriePen
to stop skids before they
start!

Exact fit. comptete sawaction or money back!

with

ndividual Line
-Party Line
-Party Line
•
Rural Line

Alexi
ward Service Only, a
Service is Offered,

on GUARANTEED
AUTO PARTS

5Conoesd

Increased rates for
State of Kentucky
8,1950, and increa
service to become e
filed with the Ke
June 12, 1950, under
are as follows:
Loc.
Tor Classes of Se

SAVE 20% to SOW

Distributor Asslyy.-For Ford
'28-36. 1.111131.11. Each.. $4.65
For Ford '37-41. Mercdry '3941 1.1141114. Each
Mufflers-For Chev. 35 39.
T I lie se List $7.50
$4.45
For Ford '35-38.
List $7.50. sine
$4.75
Tail Pipes-For Ford '35-40.
List $2.65. rust
$1.82
Chev. '35-40
$1.98
List $2.65. 73141.37. It all.
Oil Pater Ce/e/101203
111111271•71.
Most popular cars. 95ic to $1.08
Fe:e
l 7111.
7.4o
1pf
e.
!nr Toe! cars.
$2.15
Ignition Call-For Chev.'3340. Pont. '35-42
12.90

Notice
.INEETON:

FITS STD HOSE/

PRICED TO SELL

PRINCETON,

Try A I.eader Classaw "
_
-".• es

tion Se
(Soil Conserva
0E
the:
of
p. Brown s

to fescue a

FOR SALE

PHONE 2441

Trail Ridge Road
ia
Mountain National
Park,
redo, is the highest
con•
hilighway in the
natio5. yi
miles are above 12,000 feet
berline).

America's Safest
...Yet Cost You Less

VsIu,$4.65

Household and kitchen furniture, including one
large Majestic range.

Owner

The U. S. Geological survey estimates it will take 50 years to
complete its job of mapping the
nation at the present rate.

108-Acre Farm located 3 miles east
of Fredonia. Good dwelling and
barn.

2 cows to freshen soon
2 cows now giving milk
9 head of hogs

(LAUD STORMS,

During the Civil War, West
Virginia had three governments,
an exiled northern government in
Alexandria, a Confederate government operating from Richmond and a third at Wheeling.

About half the nation
has
--ise-tne-41, S.
tfurvey in the past 70 Gerd
yet;
many maps are now
out of

aldwell
ullies In

White Sulphur News

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY

PUBLIC AUCTION
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Home Owned and OPPrated

JOE P. WILCOX
W. Main St.
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Pa e Five

fore the first fruits have become QUADRUPED 113KKEY
half grown. Better still, would be
Westminster, Calif. -4- (AP)when the first fruits have just Here's one for drumstick lovers:By John S. Gardner, Kentucky.
shucked, At least, two more - A turkey hatched at the B. B.
College of Agriculture and.
sprayings should'follow, 10 dor_ Taylor ranch has four legs. Three
-norms
ALLCOCK
OLIVER
C.
ZeoisonsiesF.stablishing waterWaYa In it
•y
.0111111.11.0110.1111111.1111111iiiiiiiiii 11101iiiiiiii11011141111.11.11
iiplit,-Ent-acideven a -*ft-on -the -iert side end onre- 011year round thick sod and leaving
Soil Conservation Service)
fifth. spraying would spay . dist, the right The freak has no trouTOMATO
LATE
BLIGHT
them in sod when fields are cal,
P. Brown ot the Eddy Creek
Much of whit follows may ap- dends. Even though no late blight ble -navigating, Taylor says, Ai'
munity and supervisor of the tivated is necessary in a good
pear
to be in the nature of repe- came, the -benefit from having the largest of its left legs is only
soil conservation farm program.
soil conservation district,
tlebn, but tomatoes are quite too kept the leaves from being knock- a'shade shorter than the right,
Seed or hay may be harvested Poison
Ivy Antidote
-id me a field knee deep in
valuable to lose by the late blight ed off by the early blight Would gallon of water,
from waterways. Mr. Brown . is
except for TenIlkoute, and too mueh reminding show in more, larger, and better- nessee 26, when
a clover and waist deep in
Called
Just
A
Hope
3 should be used,
harvesting
seed
from
his waterflavored
fruit.
It's
a
cannot
side
31 fescue, as he let his treebe
propodone to save them.
Cambridge, Mass. - (AP) as this material carries less copways this year,
About 95 per cent of the farm50d weed spray outfit rest a
There are two kinds of blight, sition.
per than the others.
ers in Johnson county set root-rot
If terraces are to be built to Poison ivy is so mean it would
minutes.
early
and late. The early kind
Throughout, the word "spraykill itself if It didn't manufacture
resistant tobacco this year.
empty
into
the
waterways,
bothers tomatoes every year, but ing" has been used, and‘for good
the
his field used to have three
Hainan Island, off China, hail
T h t peach crop in Jefferson because
waterways need to be established its own antidote, according to
it takes a long time to reason, as complete covering is
es about three feet deem!' he
Dr. Irwin W. Sizer, Massachuiron deposits.
rich
county
is
reported
as
being
very
at
least
one
year
before
terrace setts Institute
destroy the patch, it is too often more certain than by dusting.
plowed them in and
of Technology
spotty, ranging from a complete
construction stsrts.
discounted and ignored. The late Spray can be directed inside the
ed them to fescue and ladino
scientist. In a five-year-study,
kill to 35 .per cent of a normal
By R. A. MABRY
WALKER HAS IT
form strikes swiftly and may des- plant bush, but dust cannot be. If
en They will not wash now," CONVERTS TO PASTURE
just completed, he has found the
crop.s--\
(County Agent)
troy an entire crop in just a week. dust must be used, it should be
J. M. Wood, M. L. Adams and antidote is an enzyme or catalyst
Brown continued, pointing to
Mrs. Bill Turner of Perry counIf some one should come to
The control for both kinds is at least 6 per cent copper. The
thick stand of grass and cloy- son, James, of the Cobb communi- called laccase. The laccase keeps
ty rearranged her kitchen equip- to encase the
plants in an armor formula for making spray of the Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
ty, are converting a bush field to the poison ivy vine flourishing by your farm and apply for work,
the waterway".
you would be very much inter- ment to save her an estimated 71 of copper through which the air- above is 2 level tablespoons per
constantly changing the irritants
DIAL 3211
ested in his abilities as a farm miles of walking a year.
borne "germs" cannot obtain toebefore they can kill the plant,
worker. You certainly would not
Bath county homemakers made' hold. Early blight. can be stopped
but medical men still are figurwant to hire a man and find out 101 pairs of leather gloves in one at any stage, but when the first
ing how to apply Dr. Sizer's dislater that you had nothing more month.
symptoms of the late kind are obcovery.
than a boarder. You would want
Increased rates for local exchange telephone service in the
In Estill county, corn acreage served, it is quite too late to do
the man to earn -his keep plus his has decreased in two years from much about it. They must be animproved pasture.
State of Kentucky to become effective on and after July
The first operation was dou- salary.
11,800 acres to 8,500 acres, 85 ticipated -by spraying, possibly
S. 1950, and increased rates for intra-state message toll
Have you ever stopped to think per cent or more being the hybrid six weeks ahead.
ble cutting the bushy field with
service to become effective July 6, 1950, which rates were
a heavy bush and bog disc The that you might have a "boarder" variety.
filed with the Kentucky Public Service Commission on
Some coppers are suited specidisc cut bushes ten to twelve feet in your dairy herd? A "boarder"
June 12, 1950, under the provisions of the Kentucky statutes,
About 2,000 acres of bluegrass fically to controlling early blight,
is a cow that comes in the barn in
high.
are as follows:
Bourbon county were treated and some are effective particuMr. Wood said the field would twice a day, eats two square with ammonia nitrate spray in larly against the late- form, but
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
CETON:
be limed this summer, fertilized meals, requires several minutes March and with DDT spray in Some of the latter give passable
Local Service, Monthly Rate
of
your
time
each
and
day,
at
the
control of both. These are Copand seeded to Ky. 31 Fescue, OrMay.
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
chard Grass and Ladino Clover end of the day gives you no net
At the first annual iris show in per-A, COCS, Kopper King, TenBusiness
Residence
return
for
your
efforts.
Oh,
you
in late summer or early fall. Lesand on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
Nelson county sponsored by the nessee 28 and tribasic copper suldividual Line
$6.75
Individual Line
$3.25 pedeza will be added
next spring may think that you don't have homemakers clubs, there were 297 fate, to name a few.
6.00
-Party Line
2-Party Line
2.75 for summer 'pasture.
any of those cows in your herdIt is known that weather condidaily. We pick up horses. cows and hogs. Call
entries, and more than 60 named
5.25
Party Line
4-Party Line
2.50
tions help in developing late
Improved pastures is one of and you may not. You are very varieties.
3.50
ural Line
Rural Line
2.25 the best conservation measures as fortunate if every cow in the herd
blight, as an average day-andAbout a half million bushels of
night temperature of 85 degrees
DONIA:
well as a source of economical is paying her way and giving
corn
were
marketed
by Hender- or- thereabouts.
some return for your investment.
feed for livestock.
Also, the age of
Local Service, Monthly Rate
If you are doing dairy herd son county farmers in May.
the plant enters in, determined by
James is a member of the VetFor Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
Madison county sheepmen are experiments
to be about the time
eran Farming Class, of which Lu- improvement testing, you can
Business
Residence
We pay all phone charges.
very readily determine the per- cooperating with the sheriff in an that fruiting starts. However,
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it
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Individual Line
$2.75 cian Ayers is instructor.
effort to collet chits license fees, is
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of
each
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There
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unwise to rely on one's weath5.00
Parts' Line
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Phone 3698
Princeton, Ky.
2.25 CONSERVATION: ACTIVITIES
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ving ability, but where
In the 1950 calendar of soil con-' no better way to determne what previous
4.50
Party Line
4-Party Line
2.00
years
being
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your
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doing
than the
no spraying has been done up to
3.00
ural Line
Rural Line
1.75 servation activitits for Caldwell DHIA plan.
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number
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Hickman
Semi-Public Telephone Service
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testing
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to
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Daily Guarantee of Revenue lime and fertilizer needs for crops as• money spent for feed.
If some one should rob you, it abundant pasture crops.
From'Local Messages to be grown.
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Spraying
with
Toxiphene
and
$15.50 or more
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/
2c
Doing the following three would be your desire to catch the Chlordane
in May was effective
.5 or more but less than $15.50
25c
things will help accomplish this robber and place him on trial in
destroying army worms on
.5 or more but less than 10.75
20c
objective: 1. Request a land cap- before a jury. With milk scales,
several hundred farms in Fulton
or more but less than 8.75
191
/
2c
ability map and a soil conserva- Babcock test, milk record, and
county.
0 or more but less than 8.00
181
/
2c
tion farm plan for your farm feed record you have a jury for
Soil tests have been run on ap5 or more but less than 7.50
I8c
from your local soil conservation your cows and robbers can soon
proximately 2,500 acres in Spen5 or more but less than 7.25
17c
district. 2. Have the soil tested be found before too much damcer county.
less than 6.25
18c
to find out what it needs, and 3. age is done. The gross income
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Each
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MONTHLY RATE worked two
no
idea
what
the
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days in Caldwell
ilk
A dairyman came to me a few
county last week.
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1,usiness
$1.50
He assisted the Crider Broth- days ago and asked what he could
Residence
do
1.00
to get his cows to eat silage.
ers whose farm is near Fredonia,
The Arizona state capital at
r Exchanges in the State
in investigating the use of a con- Asking a few questions, I found Phoenix is one of the few public
Business
1.40
that the man was feeding about buildings
crete spillway for two ponds.
in the country which
Residence
.90
Floyd Jones of t h e Fredonia 20 pounds of concentrates per doesn't have a cornerstone.
AGE RATE
MONTHLY RATE community took Mr. Humphreys cow per day plus lespedeza hay.
'sville
to his 377 acre farm to begin the Doesn't that tell why they weren't
Business
$1.25
operation of staking out a 1600 eating much silage?
-Hotel and Apartment House
According to a study made of
1.00
fool drainage ditch. This is part
Residence
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of Mr. Jones' conservation farm DHIA herds in Indiana, the high
r Exchanges in the State
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plan.
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9°
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Private Branch Exchange Trunks
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LINES, each per month:
Try A Leader Classified Adl It also has been found by others
Flat Rate: •
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11
/
2 Ind. Line Flat Rate
turn more net profit than seven
Inward
Individual Line Flat Rate
low producers.
'4,s:rage Rate, in exchanges having a message rate schedule:
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Trunk
Individual Line' Message Rat.
more net profit from less acreage
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry the
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dlowance, each per month .... /
1
2 Ind. Line Message Rat,.
Dial 3211
about by using disease-resistant,
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high producing varieties with
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proper fertilization and care. Thi,
;ige Rate in Connection with Hotel and Apartment House
dairy picture could well be the
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er care and management, will
A !ditional Trunk without- message
give a greater net income per
CALL
2210
,Slowance. - each
3.00
CUNNINGHAM. Ag
I
MAtIK
Messages in excess of allowance on
Why not -take a few moments
Complete Insu.anee Serv,ee
sist trunk
.03
each day to examine !Four daily
St.
Mnrket
III
W.
Individual Line Message Rate Service
milk records and your feed chart
[hives like a dream!
Charge Per
and try to determine the "boardThat's what you'll saw once you get
Monthly
Message Message in Excess
behind the wheel of a Dodge truck. It's
Allowance
Rate
of Allowance
"Job-Rated" for comfort and convenience
... to make driving a pleasure.
$8.50
$.04
70
ind Paducah
6.50
85 •
.03
.k fort
6.00
85
.03
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Class A Service Stations
rate service is furnished at a rate for each station of one-sixth
e rate applicable for individual line business flat rate service
in the base rate area, the minimum rate per line being the rate
individual line business flat rate service, within the base rate
. If there are less than six stations connected to one line, the
for each station is the rate for six stations divided by the
bet- of stations connected to the line.
Class C Service Stations
rate service is furnished at a rate tor each botn-way trunk line
ire the individual line business flat rate applicable within the
rate area. Trunk lines to be used for one-way service from the
Phone Company's central office are not furnished.

ICSArc

1.25

Intrastate Message Tolervice
period rates for station to station, y, night and Sunday tall
'dr rates will be increased only five cents ($.05) on calla within
iles, and beyond 88 miles the rate will be increased five cents
'Ito fifteen cents ($.15); the majority of the increases being .five
($.05) and ten cents ($.10).
Period rates for person to person, day, night and Sunday toll
'see rates will be increased five cents ($.05) on calls within 56
s and beyond 56 miles the rate will be increased from five cents
) to twenty-five cents ($.25).
overtime rate per minute for some station to station calls will
creased by five cents ($.05). On some person to person calls an
ass of five cents (LDS) and ten cents ($.10) will be made; the
rity if the increases being five cents ($.05).

for

Federal Land Bank Loans
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR DEBT AND INCOME
Many farm loans are made hurriedly without
consideration of the debt to the income from the
nor the income from the farm.
FEDERAL LAND BANK loans are carefully

fitted to the farm debt as well as tl-;- farm income.
AMORTIZED over a long period of time to
make small principal payments. Interest at 4';

00-3te

POWER :

Rides like a baby carriage!
Smoo-oo-th is the word for
the ride you get in a Dodge
"Job-Rated" truck. Extra-long
front and rear springs are
tough, yet flexible.

per annum, guaranteed throughout the term of
the contract.

tiowl gfrol Fluid Drivel Availa-

NO APPLICATION - - - or APPRAISAL FEES

DIAL 3351
PRINCETON,

C. J. YATES
Kentucky Manager

Turns on a dime!
Just a feather-touch
to the wheel and
you make shorter
turns, whether
you're backing up, turning around, or
parking. "Job-Rated" wide front axle
and cross-steering make it possible.

farm. Oftentimes these loans fit neither the farm

THREE RIVERS NAT'L
FARM LOAN ASSOCIATION

Southern Bell Telephone And
Telegraph Company

hand
ling
easy

P. 0. BOX NO 70
KENTUCKY

Parks like a kiddie carl
Shorter wheelbase and shorter
over-all length make parking a
snap. Your Dodge truck is "Job.
Rated" so you can slip into parking spaces you used to pass up.

ble only on Dodge "Job-Rated"
Trucks(
/
1
2-ton,/
3
4-ton and 1-ton models). Ask for Fluid Drive booklet.

great truck engines-rich -JobRated" for PLUS power.
ECONOMY:... priced with the lowest."Job-Rated"
for dependability and long life.
BIGGER PAYLOADS: . . . carry more without
overloading axles or springs because of
'Job-Ratea^' WFJGHT DISTRIBUTION.
EASIER HANDUNG:. . . sharper turning! Parks
in tight places. "Job-Rated" maneuver,
COMFORT:.a.
bili
.tywlidest seats . . . windshield with
best vision of any popular truck. Aircushioned, adjustable "chair-height"
seats.
SAFETY: finest truck brakes in the industry ...
hand brake operating independently on
propeller shaft on all models-H-ton
and up.

tuititamtegvavallim
cksompiudwitittittowest
ROWLAND MOTOR CO.
S. Jefferson St.

Phone 3075

1
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riders & ropers
ed camp
S. Seminary St.
for a four week vacat
30
BIG EVENTS
ion.
Phone 2081
30
Hart Warren left Tues
day for
Pensacola, Florida.
.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cole
man
and son, Jimmie,
Washington, D.
C., are visiting .,. relat
ives
friends in Princeton and and
Awthodzad Doolar
Freany seat
donia.
plus
tax
Miss Dortithy Ann
DavLs, of
EXACQ FIRE
Harrodsburg, visited ip
I.
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CHIEF
eton over the weekend.
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Princeton Retail Merchants
Association Members
Will Close Their Stores
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Please Do Your Shopping
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strial Revolution
sforms Dixieland

Pa9e Saved

Crider News
Mr. and Mn, Raymond Moore
visited here Thursday night.
They are former residents of
Crider.

that is change indeed.
-1114111---NOWA .new crop of Poutherneis has ton had as their Sunday guests
Come into being. Nearly any. col- Mr. and Mrs. Sigler and Mr. and
lege professor can tell you that Mrs. Dave Sigler of Paducah.
the youngsters of today are not
The Homemakers Club met
so much interested in Where the Wednesday and Thursday
of last
South has been so much as where week to make
aluminum trays.
it is going. '
' Mrs. Barney Riley and son,
• The end of World War I spur- John Thomas, are visiting her
red the south along the road to parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell,
progress .and World War II ac- Yates.
.1
celerated the process.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland arrivIn the short span of one gen- ed here- Monday to spend their
tit
eration-33 years by common vacation ,with her .parents, Mr.
they haven't actually reckoning—the south has ex- .and Mrs. S. G. Wigginto,n. Mrs.
oject in the fire, they're panded its manufacturing labor Rowland is the former Ruth
force by 653,684, or from 912,458 Wigginton.
bout it
Mr. and Mrs.,Argle Nelson and
land where "the war" workers to 1,568,142.
•
The worth of southern labor, son, Larry, James Nelson ,and LONG-MARRIED COUPLES REAFFIRM VOWS:. Here are part of the 116 Couples, all married more
ns the late global conMiss Wanda Nelson left Monday
tag the Civil War—and measured in 'the statistical term
reaffirmed their wedding vows at a second annual Golden Wedding Jubilee
for Detroit. Miss Nelson is to as- than 50 years, who
in Rogers, Ark. Their marriages totaled 6,154 years. They took the vows 'again from .the Rev.
sume a position there.
Martin, Muskogee, Okla., who recently celebrated his own 50th wedding, anniversary. At a
Mrs. W. B. Brinkley of Crayne J. H.
elderly couples, they witnessed the marriage of a young couple. (AP Wirephoto)
spent Thursday with her broth- reception for the
er; Mr. W. F. Deboe and Mrs.
soap is best—rinse thoroughly,
Card Of Thanks •
DeBoe.
repeating several times. Then
kind....
W. wish to thank our many
_
wash with rubbing alcohol, If a
"value added by • manufacture,"
frien s for the numerous acts of
rash
appears,
.lotion
calamine
has multiplied from $1,965,140,000
extended to us during
will give some relief. If rash is
to $7,687,000,000.
our recent bereavement.
severe, see a doctor.
•
It is a land which has seen its
By Jane Eads
All expressions of sympathy
The experts say the irritating
farm income rise in the same
Washington — Remember the poison from these plants can be were gratefully received and apgeneration from $2,109,000,000 to old jingle, -"leaflets three, let it
preciated.
Carried by clothes or animals, by
The Berry Family.
$3.899,000,000.
52-Itc
be," as you go about outdOors smoke from burning of such vegAll these figures, mind, apply this summer. It will help you to
etables, by the fur of a dog that • Most eggs will rate Grade A
only to the "Old South" states of recognize poison ivy and poison
has run in it.
when laid.
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Lou- oak. The Public Health Service
isiana, Mississippi, South Caro- says these plants are responsible
With
lina, North Carolina, Tennessee for about 350,000 cases of skin
/14,14:14 or:a4.14,ny,
and Virginia.
poisoning every year. Poisonous
•
ayne Morris and Janis Paige
PER CAPITA INCOME
plants are among the most com"
These same states have seen mon and annoying of summer
Also Comedy and News
their per capita income rise over hazards.
er4A
'10112Vadif
.
lt1 lel
t
the generation in amazing fashDepartment of Agriculture ex5
‘
.. 7k.
4(4144 Pr" ca+rion. Here are the figures:
"
fC4r7trf‘4f
perts tell me very few persons
B‘pt•ft 44Y Fa
Alabama, $56 to $891; Florida, "have a sufficient degree of imhvyr‘;
rr,ssesrAg.
4.1.1424st
$110 to $1,137; Georgia, $75 to munity"
to protect them from
$971; Louisiana, $112 to $1,002/ 'poisonous plants
slYndf
"
and that many
Mississippi, $56 to $759: North do not recognize them when
f...
SAVAGERY
they
Carolina, $63 to $930; South Car- come in contact with them
If 11 fM1691 INR13!
ww .Puti••••1... N.
olina, $84 to $865: Tennessee, $g2
Poisoning by these plants is
1114/••• ••••I
to $955, and Virginia, $107 to
Also
largely preventable, says the ex$1,159.
perts. The main thing is to beThe south also is a land of
,(11/01.45
changing attitudes. Despite the come "poison-ivy and poison-oak
4011. s. simowav
highly publicized examples of in- conscious." Poison ivy grows in
the form of climbing hairy vines,
tolerance and race baiting, you
need only to live here to realize shrubs trailing on ground, erect,
that more and more southerners shruhs without support. It grows
along fences, pathways, roads,
are willing to live and let live.
ADDED
Slowly disappearing, too, is the clings to stone and brick houses,
That's why ovary eighth
double standard of justice. South- climbs trees and poles. Sometimes
oil burner is a Williams
CARTOON
ern juries will convict white it's partly hidden by other foliage.
Leaves vary from one to four
men of crimes against negroes.
The record is there to prove it inches, are green and glossy In
summer, red and russet in spring
A good example of this changing attitude is to be found in an and fall. Its white, waxy berries
Yes, WHAT you get is (Sr more important
than when you get it. So, before you accept
editorial which attdeared in the resemble those of mieletoe. Its
just any kind of automatic heat, get thc full
leaves
always
grow
in
clusters
of
A0
1441140%.
00
.
Jackson Daily News in Jackson,
story of Williams Oil.0-Matic. Learn bow,
Miss., at the time the Mississippi three—and only one three-parted
based on the famous Low Pressure Principle
bl
'te0
e,
leaf
leads
off from each stem
of atomization, Oil-O-Metic burns any grade
legislature was considering the
ostof fuel oil ... gives you economy, efficiency and
Negro education problem. It node. They are never in pairs.
long lift unmatched by any other make.
7
:
4 1;:.
With
Poison-oak is similar to the Ivy.
read:
'For the first time in a good' Another plant to shy clear of is
ne De-Carlo, Myrona Dell, Charles Coburn
Many years, the Mississippi leg- poison sumac, a shrub or small
and Scott Brady
islature faces a serious phase of tree which may grow as high as
the Negro problem and unless it 20 feet. The poison sumac is disAlso News and Comedy
faces that problem in a fair, im- tinguished from the non-poisonpartial and courageous manner, ous by loose, dropping clusters of
Princeton, Ky.
the result is going to be unhappy white berries.
First symptom of plant poisonfor the state.
hag is a burning, itching sensaTHE NEW NEGRO •
"It is senseless to say "there is tion. Then comes a rash, swelling,
nothing new" about the Negro maybe blisters. Time between
contact and first symptoms varies'
problem.
from a few hours to a few •dayrt
"There
nothing
may
be
really
With
new concerning the Negro prob- If you knowingly have contacted
ette Colbert, Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotton, lem per se, but there is a new poisonous plants, wash affected
Negro in our land and the south- skin with soap—yellow laundry ,
rt Walker, Shirley Temple and Guy Madison ern lawmaker, or citizen, who
cation. He has better health. He
fails to realize that fact is being has better clothes. He reads
more
Also Cartoon
Stupid at his own cost.
newspapers. He is adopting the
"The New Negro has more edu- white man's customs,
the white
Ben Pries
- The eid3910114
mint juleps and
l ing gait is just about
• alteady.
't
th today is A bustling
er to undertake new
d to tell the world in
of the Southern Rail:.
Ahead, Look South."
ut every chamber of
. every Kiwanis, Rotary
clUb has some pet proencourage industry tb

HOPKINSVILLE
RIVE-IN THEATER

Plant Poisoning
Is Preventable

We wish to express our appreciation to all who 'rendered service in any way during our recent bereavement, the depth of
our mother and grandmother,
,J-Pura An Watson. We especially thahlt the members of
the Creswell Baptigichurcb and Card Of Thanks
the Morgan Brothers for their
We wish to extend our heartthoughtfulness.
felt thanks and appreciation for
Children and Grandchildren.
the acts of kindness, messages
of sympathy and beautiful floral
offerings received from our kind
Money Paid To Still
friends ahd neighbors during our
Workers Has A Smell
recent bereavement in the loss of
Hickory Valley, Tenn. —(AP) our beloved husband and father,
—There's a still in this little farm- T. L. Grubbs. May God's blessings
ing community that goes full blast be with each of you.
off and on and the "revenooers"
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs and •Family.•
don't mind at all. It is used to
make oil-of-sassafras, not cornAs a result of the famous brass
squeezin's or moonshine.
key incident in 1752, Benjamin
It's easy to tell when the still Franklin is credited with being
is working. If you're anywhere the founder of the study of static
in the valley your nose will pick or .atmospheric electricity.
•
up the sassafras smell. And it
doesn't take long for the tellers
hiding
patches,
sizeable
Brush
in banks in surrounding towns to groups of cattle, are hindering the
tell when the still has been at battle against foot and mouth diswork. The money paid out to ease in the southwest.
farmers and to.helpers winds up
in the banks and always has that
Kodiak, Alaska, was covered
sassafras smell.
with a foot of ashes by the erupEldon Roark, feature columnist tion of Mt.' Katmai in June 1912. ,
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"YOUNGER BROTHERS"
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Princeton, Ky
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HE GAL WHO TOOK THE WEST"

Des

foirsP"

B. N. LUSBY CO.

'SINCE YOU WENT AWAY"

EEZER
ONLY

TO THE PUBLIC
I have purchased the Williams' Texaco Service Stan located on the corner of West Main and Plum
reets in Princeton from Mr. Byron Williams.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

350
ER WEEK
OW down
payment

TODAY I

mplete Motor Overhauls — Lubrication Service —
Wheel Balancing
II Types Glass Service for Cars and Trucks
e carry a full line of tires, tubes and automobile
accessories.

A CORDIAL WELCOME

ER COP
Phone 2081

extended to all customers of the Williams' Texaco
ation and we invite all our friends and new custoers to visit us for your service station needs.

GLENN STRONG

TRONG'S TEXACO SERVICE
CTRIC
RS

XACO FIRE CHIEF and SKY CHIEF GASOLINE - MARfAK LUBRICANTS
Princeton, Ky.
West Main & Plum Streets Phone 3111

We Will Close All Day July 4
VINEGAR, gal. jug

29c

BACON, Laurel, sliced, lb.

39c

LARD, pure, lb. 11c;

50 lbs.

$5.29

COFFEE, Daily Cup, 100% purejb.

45c

SARDINES, tall can, each

10c

LEMONS, doz.

30c

RUBBING ALCOHOL, pint

13c

JAR TOPS, 2-piece, plus box fly ribbons
(4 rolls) both

10c

SWEET PICKLES, qt. jar

30c

CIGARETTES, all popular brands, ctn. . . $1.60
CANDY or GUM, 3 for

10c

CHEESE, 2 lb. box

65c

QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St.
Phone 2611

4TH
B 4THE SPECIALS

day — Wednesday

A-li

for the Memphis Press-Scimitar,
says one person who did corn-.
plain was a Negro helper at the
still, who asked for his pay in
some Money that didn't smell.
"This here money's too easy for
my wife to find," he said.

Card Of Thanks

man's speech, the white rnan's
standards and the white man's
shibboleths.
"Now it doesn't make 'sense to '
assume that this new Negro is
going to be content in the cabin
of his slave grandfather. And it
doesn't make sense to pretend
that is where he ought to be. His
eyes are on better things, materially considered. He is going to
have a car and drive it. He is going to buy a home and live in it.
He is going to step into citizenship and exercise its rights and
demand its privileges.
"Indeed, our use of the future
tense is merely to gentle the recalcitrant of our readers to the
fact that the new Negro already
is doing these things. The new
Negro is not a man of tomorrow.
He is the man of today.
THE COMMON DENOMINATOR
The important thing is not that
the Negro is new, or that he is
a Negro. Those things are important to him, of course; but the
chief significance to the white
man in determining his own attitude to the new Negro is that the
new Negro is a man. There is an
adulthood about his status that
cannot be ignored.
"The old time Negro was in
some ways a child with many
endearing ways. Even his faults
were mostly childish ones, easy
Ito chuckle over, easy to forgive.
The new Negro is growing up.
Maybe he is not fully grown, but
he has grown amazingly. He is
no longer a child.
"That means this, among other
things—having become a man, he
must put away childish things."
The editorial wound up with
the conclusion that it was up to
the white lawmakers to revise
the ground rules of living together. It is up to the whites, said
the editorial, because this is a
democracy and the white man is
in the majority.
Until the ground rules are revised, the edliorial advised, "both
skier will have to be patient."

CHILDREN'S

LADIES'

SANDALS

SANDALS - BALLERINOS

195

Close-out - White, Red, Green
Sizes to Big 2

Close-out Styles
White and Colors

S249
PAIR

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

WASH DRESSES

SHORTIE PAJAMAS

Sunback and House Wear Style

Rayon and Seersucker

98c

Child's 6 to 12
.Ladies' 12 to 20

36" HEAVY WT.

Sizes 12 to 46

36" CHAMBRAY
AND PRINT CLOTH

39YARD

SHEETING

5 yds.

Values to $3.00

$1.00

$1.00 VALUE LADIES'

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS

RAYON NOVELTY PANTIES

SIZES 4 TO 18 - VALUE TO $2.00

69c

SPECIAL

$100

F\d't ere Your
STO
RE
ELSSSFAIR
.. kave More Cents'
.00

•
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Weineal_Parte
Leader Congratulates

Mrs. Morgan Hostess
To Bridge Club

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Magraw
Spurlock, Route 2, Princeton, on
the birth of a daughter, Jane Allison Spurlock, Tuesday, June 20.
Mrs. Spurlock is the former Lucille Wick, of Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cecil Peek,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter, Wilma Joyce Peek,
Friday, June 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Champ Wylie,
Route 1, Princeton, on the birth
of a daughter, Anna Lee Baker,
Wednesday, June 21.
Mr. and Mrs. William Herbert
Allison, Crider, on the birth of
a daughter, Sharon Marie Allison, Thursday, June 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson
Jones, 618 North Jefferson, on
the birth of a son, Stephen Charles lones, Wednesday, June 21.

Peleloardd

catch cote; suffered,. and made love ot country, and of link
a contribution to our
acquaintances • sniffer, from a
hista,°,
quick temper; sparked a lot of It Makes us cherish it /lad,
girls before he decided on AbiWant a new
gail; and in hot Philadelphia, ocsilndwirl,
cupied as he was with the busi- for the funchbox? Ilse a 1,
By W. G. Rogers
could
continent,
of ground bologna
of.a netv
saus.,
JOHN ADAMS AND THEAMER- ness
--ierAti-R4r,vcsi.tmobway-cath. find time to buy his wife a pret- I hard-cooked elle
, and a poun
war-sweet Oil(It.
blue month)
erine Drinker Bowen (Atlantic- ty
tee.
juice, salad dre.a.ii
Little, Brown; $8) .„,•"
a rich and fruitful stpry of pepper.
It was John AdaMs 'himself -It's
.
.
limits,
for
time
the
who fixed
became
book.'
He
this 700-page
Interested in polities at the ego
of 10, in 1745, when New Englanders sailed to fight the French
at Louisburg; and the Revolution
was over in 1776, he said, for he
/4444
called the war merely its consequence.
In thee three decades he went
to Harvard; turned part way
from a proposed church career to
teaching, and all the way from
Small wonder
It to law, which he studied with
Worcester;
in
Putnam
James
Married Abigail Smith and begat
you're applauding stick
another President and four other
children; practiced in Braintree,
cologne so easy-to-strokehis birthplace, and Boston, where
he learned to take the measure of
the British and began to envisage
on, so easy-to -carry. in
the extremes to which disobedience to George III- might lead;
HELEN AYARS' symphony
and served his country at two
Philadelphia congresses, finally
joining the committee of five -of enticing heaven scents
which drew up the Declaration of
Independence ... with which this
1,4 /O
eA a Ott
book closes.
TimeENCORE
0N4t.1m ARch
"
He was the author of the
"Braintree Instructions;" successfully defended the British offiOf
cers and soldiers accused in the
$1.00
AND .ot a 'matinee price!
Boston Massacre; advised the
colonies how to organize their
o w n governments; nominated
Miss Matiie LQU McGough, daughter of Mrs. Alvin Stevenson, of Princeton, became the bride of Mr. Homer Brown, Jr., son Washington as Commander in Phone 2075
Princeton, Ky
of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Brown, of Dawson Springs, in an impres- Chief; and performed other memsive 'ceremony recently held at the Methodist Church. The Rev. orable services.
He sacrificed his fortune and
Joe Callender performed the double ring ceremony.
his family's to the fortunes of the
Gowan and children, Miss Hrbby colonies, and justified himself to
'Jean Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. Esrl Abigail in heart-breaking words:
Webster, Mrs. Ella Ladd, Mr. "They are not my Children," he
Earl Vinson, Miss Anna Louise declared, " if they do not prefer
Lamb, Mr. Leslie Ladd and sons. efforts for Independence to amMr. Hardy Stormss, Mr_ and ple Fortune, to Ease and EleThe sun was very welcome Mrs. Herschel Lilly, Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday after so much rainy and Lloyd Robinson of Illinois recent- gance."
He chewed tobacco; was aRt to
cloudy weather. Weeds and grass ly visited Mr. and Mrs. Press
have had a fine chance lately.
day with Mr,. and Mrs. Clint
Lilly and Mrs. Alice Litchfield.
Preaching Saturday, Saturday
Mr. Carl Rogers and family Ladd and Mrs. Zora Wilson. Mr.
night and Sunday by the pastor had as recent guests, Mr. and and Mrs. Ovid Hart and Miss
was well attended. There were Mrs. Vernon Taylor, Margueritte, Nola Wilson were afternoon vis83 present at Sunday School, in-. Margaret and Verna May of Ok- itors.
eluding visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbal Rogers
lahoma, Mr. Frank Mason and
Mr. Ruben Dillingham has children of Hopkinsville, Mr. and children of Hopkinsville visbeen suffering from a back ail- ail Mrs. Edgar Taylor and son, ited Mr. and Mrs. Cleaton Haile
ment which required a trip to hrs. Henry Taylor, Mr. H. E. Sunday.
the doctor.
Mrs. Aaron Rogers visited Miss
Taylor, Miss Opal Cook, Mr. Bill
The condition of Mrs. Annie Stevens of Cadiz. and Miss Bar- Nola Wilson Saturday afternoon.
Little Miss Glenda Ann Rogers
Rogers remains about the same. bara Sue Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Lindsey has had whooping cough.
Mo. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
Jerry and Connie Ruth Oden
recently visited Mrs. Thomas of Providence. Mr. and Mrs. John
Bates near Clarksville, Tenn. Ghilarducci, Rose Marie and Bet- have been ill and required treatty" Lott of Arvada, Colorado, ment by Dr. Coleman, of 'HopHer condition remains critical.
nt Saturday night and Sun- kinsville,
Mr. C. B. Rogers and Mr.

Mrs. F. W. Pincombe and
daughter, Candace Ann, Berea,
Ohio, are visiting her brother,
Mr. J. L. Walker and family, 822
West Main street while her husband, Major Pincombe, is spending two weeks at damp Atterbury.
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Williamson
of Gurley, Alabama, are visiting
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
L. Williamson, 401 North Jefferson.
Nancy Taylor, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, left
Monday for Camp Nagawicka,
Dellafield, Wisconsin, where she
Miss Barnett Gives
will spend the summer vacation.
"Dinner Party Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Winters
and Linda of West Point, New
Miss Vergie Burnett entertainYork, returned home this week
ed with a dinner party Monday
after visiting relatives and friends
night at her home on Darby
Mrs. Earl Smith and daughter here. They were accompanied by
street. Bridge and canasta were
Ann,
of St. Louis, Mo., are visit- Miss Patsy Dalzell, sister of Mrs.
.played by the following guests:
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Winters.
ing
her
Mesdames Bernice Davis, Earl
Main street.
Bob Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, and Annabelle Thomas, M. McCaslin, W.
Hugh L. Jacob, Schenectady, Rumsey Taylor, left this week
and Misses Mary Wilson Eldred,
Carwin Cash, Virginia McCaslin New York, is vacationing with for St. John's Camp ai Dellafield.
his mother, tars. Ruth Jacob and Wisconsin, where he will be a
and Mary Loftus.
counselor during the summer
other home folks.
Mrs. Rurnsey Taylor, Mrs. months.
WALKER HAS.,IT
Mrs. Walter Dunagan --a n d
George Eldred and Miss Mary
Willsonite Sun Glasses Wilson Eldred attended a lunch- daughter, Sheila, are visiting
(Ground and Polished Lenses) eon given at the Coach and Four Mrs. Dunagan's sister, Mrs. HenWalker's Drugs & Jewelry Inn Monday. There were 74 ry Sevison and Mr. Sevison of
Eddyville road. Mrs. Dunagan is
guests present.
mm, 3211
vocational counselor at Monticello College, Godfrey, Illinois.
Mrs. Jack Bankston and Mrs.
George Riley, both of Eureka, Illinois, are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Burgess, Dawson Road. Mrs. Burgess has been
visiting her daughter and returned with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Lowry and
daughter Ann, of Hopkinsville,
st4nt the weekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry.
Mrs. Berdie Moore left Sunday for a visit with her daughter,
Mrs. James McKenzie, Jr., and
family, of Phoenix, Ariz.
Mr. Henry Pool has returned
to his home in St. Louis, Mo.,
after visiting relatives and friends
in Princeton.
Mr. Battle Rhodes, of Nashville, Tennessee, spent the weekend with Mr. W. C. Sparks.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Collier and
grandson, Jimmy Leech, all of
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs. H.
A. Wahlfeld and son, Bobby, of
Peoria, Illinois, will return Saturday from a trip to Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Henry and Jonathan McCormick have gone
son, Steve, and Rev. Joe Gallen- to Detroit where they have emder were in Nashville Friday ployment.
where Steve submitted to a facial
The time of year has come again
operation.
to prepare for another year. Mr,
Miss Sherry Aikens., daughter Bobby Thomas has sold his farm
of Mr. and Mrs. John Aikens, to Mr. Lorenzo Hensley. Mr.
Highland avenue, is visiting rela- Clain: Storms has sold his farm
tives in Metropolis, Illinois.
to Mr. David Mitchell who has
Marilyn and Jim Adams, chil- sold his farm to Mrs. Ltda Cook.
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Earl AdWe wish them all much success
ams, Highland avenue, entered in their new purchases. Mr. Claud
the Princeton Hospital for ton- Storms has bought a nice dwelsillectomies.
ling on West Main street in
Miss Sandra Sargent, of Ow- Princeton and will move in the
ensboro, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. near future.
Howard McGough, Hopkinsville
Mr. and Mrs:- McGowan and
Brings you a new
street.
Don recently visited relatives in
portable in a thrilling
Misses Molly and Jackie Hun- Murray.
new design with the
saker spent several days this
Mrs. W. H. Burress of Princenew Miracle Tab
week with their grandmother,
ton visited Mr. Harold P'Pool an,i
rs. FMrence Parr, Fredonia.
family Sunday, and Mrs. Anna,
Value is assured, because here's the
Mr. and Mrs. Don Granstaff reRogers
a n d family Sunda.
newest product of the proudest, the FIRST NAME
turned Sunday from a ten-day
morning.
honeymoon trip to Lake WaWaIN TYPEWRITERS—Remington Rand! It's ALL NEW,
Several from the commumt
see in northern Indiana.
new in design, new in engineering, as sweet a
Mrs. Barney Jones has been have been at Gilbertsville fishpiece of typing mechanism as you've seen in
confined to her hOme several ing recently. Mr. Wayne Rogers,
many a long day.
Mr. Clint Ladd and Mr. Winters
days because of illness.
Performance is assured by the 15 exclusive and
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Jennings of had fine luck one day.
Mr. Vernon Taylor and family
plus value features built into this handsome new
Frankfort were the weekend
guests of their daughter, Mrs. of Oklahoma and Mr. Bill Stevportable typewriter. It gives you brilliant typing
Jack Granstaff and Mr. Gran- ens of Cadiz visited Mr. L. W.
that is thrilling to experience. Smooth as a piece
Rogers and family recently.
staff.
of fine silk. Easy to operate—it has the features
Mr. and Mrs. Junior McAlister
4 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vick of
usually found only on office typewriters.
Detroia spent the weekend with and son, Mr. and Mrs. Dillingham
Come see it today. Experience the thrill of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie and Pat recently visited Mr. and
typing at its best.
Vick, South Seminary street. Mr. Mrs. Lacy.- ... ---.•
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mrs.
Vick returned to Detroit Sunday
while Mrs. Vick and three chil- Zora Wilson, Miss Nola Wilson,
dren remained for a longer visit Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers and
Nancy, Mr. and Mrs. McGowan
here.
Phone 2141
and Don, Mr. Elvin Dunning, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Witherspoon,
Craig and Sandra, enjoyed a fish
fry at Mr. and Mrs. Claud Storms.
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy were
dinner guests of Mrs. Etta Pollard
at her home Sunday.
Out-of-community members and
visitors attending church here
Sunday were Mrs. Lula Cook,
Ozelle Haile, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Winters, Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Keller, 0. C. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
Corbett Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson, Miss Annie Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley McThe Tuesday afternoon • bridge
club met June 27 at 1:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Richard G. Morgan,
Plum street. A dessert course preceded playing of games.
Membei+s present were Mesdames James Landes, Jim Shrewsbury, Harry Joiner, Jr., Billy
McElroy and Ralph Randolph.
Visitors were Mrs. Jim Walker
and Mrs. R. A. Mabry.
First Prize was won by Mrs.
'James Landes and second prize
was won by Mrs. Harry. Joiner,
Jr. -

Ckk.0

mtvtiLT0

itotC1-

the all new

remington
personal typewriter

Literary
Guidepost

WOOD DRUG STORE

JUST IN!

PRINCETON RETAIL
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
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day-Monday
HE GAL WHO

Also News

BIG SHOW

sday — Wedne

OF THE YEAR

"SINCE YOU

Olt"—

at V. F. W. Ball Park
Cadiz Road

dette Colbert, Jen
rt Walker, Shirley

Princeton, Ky.

8 P. M., FRIDAY, JUNE 30

Also

See Daredevils Rolling Cars End Over End

"HELL ON WHEELS"
THRILL SHOW
and RODEO ACTS

MODEL NA-I1

HOME FREEZER
NiTes, sir! This brand-new General Electric Home Freezer will store up to 389
pounds of assorted frozen foods up to
one year,
You can buy seasonal food at sale prices.
You can buy fresh and frozen foods in
large quantities. You can freeze foods
from your own garden.

A bow of the features you'll enjoy:

ONLY

lesilog Wish
.•.

I have purch
ion located on
treets in Prin

omplete Mot.

Nd

homier sem

TO

$350

separate 'temps praspartseseal
peelasplop saateriale

Princeton Retail Merchants
Association Members

Monday, July ,3, 1950

. oign
nsforillS

0010,

tone De-Carlo, Myr
and S

LET'S GO TO THE

IMMO!,

Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harrelson and son, Don, West Main
street, and Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson and son, Dick, of
Murray, motored to Camp Elklore near Winchester, Tenn.,
where the two boys entered camp
for a four week vacation.
Hart Warren left Tuesday for
Pensacola, FlOrida.
Mr. and Mrs. James Coleman
and son, Jimmie, Washington, D.
C., are visiting relatives and
friends in PrInceton and Fredonia.
Min Dorothy Ann Davis, of
Harrodsburg, visited in Printerton over the weekend.

usfrial Re

STICK COLOGII

ews Happenings
At Pleasant Grove

Will Close Their Stores
TUESDAY, JULY 4, 1950

y,JU11e29' 1950

S1 AR
c.
''
,
14Egf Oikj'A_ —

The Princeton Leader

Please Do Your Shopping

thursda , June 29,19

..ereeelepeialleesoesseekeedsiONO

PER WEEK

...sidles wife Imam.

Start new savings on your family food
now!

after down
payment

'I Types Gla
e carry a fu

COMI IN AND $U THIS MAIM TODAY I

TWO BIG SHOWS IN ONE!

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.

See! the super DAREDEVIL leap his car up and over
A BUS AND FIVE OTHER CARS!
SEE! SUPERMAN, DYNAMITED from a CASKET!
SEE! COWBOYS * COWGIRLS, trick riders & ropers
S. Seminary St.
30
BIG EVENTS
30

KIDS
50c

ADULTS
$1.00

any seat

plus tax

(Benefit Baseball Playground fund)

I extended to
.tion and w
rs to visit

Phone 2081

Autherrir•d D•olur

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

HOME FREEZERS

STRONG'
TEXACO FIRE CHIEF
West Main &
Plu

y, June 29, 1950
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stria/ Revolution
sforms Dixieland

1Crider News

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore
visited here Thursday night.
They a,re former residents of
that is change indeed.
Crider.
Hy Ben Price
THIS,/NEW GlINEELAT1031.....- -.Mtn; /Nett Otriton -and -Mr.-Dai.
;going0.u.th.
A new, crop of southerners has ton had as their Sunday guests
lies, mint juleps and
is just about come into being. Nearly any eet. Mr. and Mrs. Sigler and Mr. and
gaitn
.
lege professor can tell you that Mrs. Dave .Sigler of Paducah.
t iSn't already.
bustling the youngsters of today are not
uth today is a'
The Homemakers Club met
r to undertake new so much interested in where the Wednesday and Thursday of last
d to tell the world in south has been so much as where week to make Aluminum tray..
of the Southern Rail- it is going
Mrs. Barney Riley and son,
The end of World War I spur- John Thomas, are visiting her
. k Ahead, Look South."
bout every chamber of red the south along the road to parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
.
•, every Kiwanis, Rotary progress and World War II ac- Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland arrivdub has some pet pro- celerated the process.
to
encourage industry
In the short span, of one gen- ed here Monday to spend their
eration-33 years by common vacation with her parents, Mr.
th.
they haven't actually reckoning—the south has ex- and Mrs. S. G. Wigginto,n. Mrs.
soject in the fire, they're panded its manufacturing labor Rowland is the former Ruth
force by 653,684, or from 912,458 Wigginton.
bout it.
Mr..and, Mrs.,Angle Nelson and
land where "the war" workers to 1,566,142.
son, Larry, James Nelsen ,and
global
conlate
The
LONG-MARRIED COUPLES REAFFIRM VOWS: Here are part of the 116 couples, all married more
worth
of
as the
southern labor, Miss Wanda
Nelson left Monday
than 50 years, who reaffirmed their wedding vows at a second annual Golden Wedding Jubilee
not the Civil War—and measured in the statistical term for Detroit. Miss Nelson
is to asin Rogers, Ark. Their marriages totaled 6,154 years. They took the vows again from the Rev.
sume a position there.
J. H. Martin, Muskoyee, Okla., who recently celebrated his own 50th weciling anniversary. At a
Mrs. W. B. Brinkley of Crayne
reception for the elderly couples, they witnessed the marriage of a young couple. (AP Wirephoto)
spent Thursday with her brothsoap is best—rinse thoroughly,
er, Mr. W. F. Deboe and Mrs.
Card Of Thanks
repeating several times. Then
DeBoe.
We wish to thank our many
•
•
wash with rubbing alcohol, If. a
friends for the numerous acts of
"value added by manufacture,"
rash appears, calamine lotion kindness ' extended to us during
has multiplied from $1,965,140,000
will give some relief. If rash Is
our recent bereavement.
to $7,687,000,000.
severe, see a doctor.
All exfpressions of sympathy
Eads
Jane
By
It is a land which has seen its
The experts say the irritating were gratefully received and apfarm income rise in the sarne
Washington — Remember the poison from these- plants can be
generation from 52,109,000,000 to old jingle, "leaflets three, let it carried by clothes or animals, by preciated.
52-1tc
The Berry Family.
53.899,000,000.
be," as you go about outdOors smoke from burning of such vegAll these figures, mind, apply this summer. It will help you to etables, by. the fur of a dog that
Most eggs will rate Grade A
only to the "Old South" states of recognize poison ivy and poison has run in it.
when laid.
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Lou- oak. The Public Health Service
isiana, Mississippi, South Caro- says these plants are responsible
lina, North Carolina, Tennessee for about 350,000 cases of skin ,
With
it4ta
.
and Virginia.
poisoning every year. Poisonous;
Woyne Morris and Janis Paige
PER CAPITA INCOME
plants are among the most comThese same states have seen mon and annoying of summer
Also Comedy and News
their per capita income rise over hazards.
ICI*(iPt
14,124
the generation in amazing fashDepartment of Agriculture exion.. Here are the figures:
persons
perts tell me very few
"gm,tif 44Y rciajed
Alabama, $56 to $891; Florida, "have a sufficient degree of im'P/t.e.ctinstat rr,cd44442,"
$110 to $1,137; Georgia, $75 to munity" to protect them from
0,s4f 5.03e
$971; Louisiana, $112 to $1,002; poisonous plants and that many
to
$56
Mississippi,
$759;
North do not recognize them when they
SAVAillf
Carolina, $63 to $930; South Car- come in contact with them.
IF It RiN01 INES!
olina, $84 to $865; Tennessee, $82
Poisoning by these plants is
Sewn U0,1
to $955, and Virginia, $107 to
Also
largely preventable, says the ex$1,159.
perts. The main thing is to beThe south also is a land of
come "poison-ivy and poison-oak
changing attitudes. Despite the
conscioui." Poison ivy grows in
JOE E. Er0owni
highly publicized examples of inthe form of climbing hairy vines,
tolerance and race baiting, you
shrubs trailing on ground, erect
need only to live here to realize
shrubs without support. It grows
that more and more southerners
along fences, pathways, roads,
are
willing
to
live
and
let
live.
ADDED
clings to stone and brick houses,
Slowly disappearing, too, is the
That's why ivory' eighth
climbs trees and poles. Sometimes
double standard of justice. Southoil burner is a Williams
('ARTOON
it's partly hidden by other foliage.
ern juries will convict white
Leaves vary from one to four
men of crimes against negroes.
inches, are green and glossy in
The record is there to prove- it
summer, red and russet in spring
A good example of this changand fall. Its white, waxy berries
Yes, WHAT you get is far more important
ing attitude is to be found in an
than when you get it. So, before you accept
resemble those of mistletoe. Its
editorial which appeared in the
qe‘
.
just any kind of automatic heat, get the full
leaves always grow in clusters of
Jackson Daily News in Jackson,
story of Williams Oil.O.Matic. Learn how,
64.14
.01
thi'ee—and only one three-parted
based on the famous Low Pressure Principle
Miss., at the time the Mississippi
Wszi%
.
leaf leads off from each stem
of atomization, 0i1.0-Matic burns any grade
•IWIWb/ cbspee
legislature was considering the
0
21
0
10)
of
fuel oil ... gives you economy, efficiency sad
node. They are never in pairs.
Negro education problem. It
long life unmatched by any other make.
test' °
Poison-oak is similar to the i y.
With
read:
Another plant to shy clear oig is
"For the first time in a good'
ne De Carlo, Myrona Dell, Charles Coburn
poison sumac, a shrub or small
many years, the Mississippi legtree which may grow as high as
and Scott Brady
islature faces a serious phase of
20 feet. The poison sumac is disthe Negro problem and unless it ,
tinguished from the non-poisonAlso News and Comedy
faces that problem in a fair, imous by loose, dropping clusters of
partial and courageous manner,
Princeton, Ky.
white berries.
the result is going to be unhappy
memlegellela
First symptom of plant poisonfor the state.
ing is a burning, itching sensaTHE NEW NEGRO
"It is senseless to say "there is tion. Then comes a rash, swelling,
nothing new" about the Negro maybe blisters. Time between
contact and first symptoms varies
problem.
"There may be nothing really from a few hours to a few days...
With
new concerning the Negro prob- If you knowingly have contacted
poisonous plants, wash affected
ette Colbert, Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotton, lem per se, but there is a new
Negro in our land and the south- skin with soap—yellow laundry

HOPKINSVILLE
RIVE-IN THEATER

for the Memphis Press-Stimitar,
• ' .says
one person who did comWe wish to express our appre- plain was a Negro helper at the
ciation to all who rendered ser- still, who asked for his pay in
vice in any way during our re. some money that didn't smell.
cent, bereavement, the death of "This here money's too easy for
our mother and grandmother,
my wife to find," he said.
Mrs. Laura Ann Watsen., We especlaifi thank the members of
Of Thanks •
Card
the Cresavell•Baptist Church and
the Morgan Brothers for their
We wish to extend our heartthoughtfulness.
felt thanks ancl.appreciation for
Children and Grandchildren.
the acts of kindness, messages
of sympathy and beautiful floral
offerings received from our kind
Money Paid To Still
friends and neighbors during Mir
Workers Has A Sell
recent bereavement in the lose of
Hickory Valley, Tenn. —(AP) our beloved husband and father,
L. Grubbs. May God's blessings
—There's a still in this little farm-;
ing community that goes full blast Ve with each of you.
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs and 'Family.
off and an and the "revenooers"
don't mind at all. It is used to
make oil-of-sassafras, not cornAs a result of the famous brass
squeezin's or moonshine.
key incident in 1752, Benjamin
It's easy to tell when the still Franklin is credited with being
is working. If you're anywhere the founder of the study of static
in the 'Valley your nose will pick or atmospheric electricity.
up the sassafras smell. And it
Brush Patches, hiding sizeable
doesn't take long for the tellers
in banks in surrounding towns to groups of cattle, are hindering the
tell when the still has been at battle against foot and mouth diswork. The money paid out to ease in the southwest.
farmers and to.helpers winds up
in the banks and always has that
Kodiak, Alaska, was covered,
sassafras smell.
with a foot of ashes by the erupEldon Roark, feature columnist tion of Mt. Katmai in June 1912.

Card Of Thanks

Plant Poisoning
Is Preventable

day - Friday

We Will Close All Day July 4

"YOUNGER BROTHERS"

44144

fr;.t
‘inm

rday Only

ic
Automat
Heating •• 05

mew

29c

BACON, Laurel, sliced, lb.

39c

LARD, pure, lb. 11c;

50 lbs.

COFFEE, Daily Cup, 100' r

$5.29
45c

pure, lb

SARDINES, tall can, each

10c

LEMONS, doz.

30c

RUBBING ALCOHOL, pint

13c

3Wed

IS*IA
"
•ii0ito
0 GS1
o

r
LA.&rim'Along Matt

VINEGAR, gal. jug

COU1415.

ILIPONMATIC

JAR TOPS, 2-piece, plus box fly ribbons
(4 rolls) both

10c

SWEET PICKLES, qt. jar

30c

CIGARETTES, all popular brands, ctn.

$1.60

CANDY or GUM, 3 for

10c

CHEESE, 2 lb. box

65c

ay-Monday

e

HE GAL WHO TOOK THE WEST"

B. N. LUSBY CO.

1

B

day — Wednesday

SINCE YOU WENT AWAY"

rt Walker, Shirley Temple and Guy Madison
Also Cartoon

ER

50
(K

ern lawmaker, or citizen, who
fails to realize that fact is being
Stupid at his own cost.
"The New Negro has more edu-

TO THE PUBLIC
I have purchased the Williams' Texaco Service Staon located on the corner of West Main and Plum
reets in Princeton from Mr. Byron Williams.

WE SPECIALIZE IN
omplete Motor Overhauls — Lubrication Service —
Wheel Balancing
II Types Glass Service for Cars and Trucks
e carry a full line of tires, tubes and automobile
accessories.

A CORDIAL WELCOME

CO.
e 2081

extended to all customers of the Williams' Texaco
ation and we invite all our friends and new custoers to visit us for your service station needs.

GLENN STRONG

TRONG'S TEXACO SERVICE
LUBRICANTS
EXACO FIRE CHIEF and SKY CHIEF GASOLINE - MARFAK
Princeton, Ky.
3111
West Main
Phone
Plum Streets

cation. He has better health. He
has better clothes. He reads more
newspapers. He is adopting the
white man's customs, the white
man's speech, the white man's
standards and the white man's
shibboleths.
"Now it doesn't make sense to
assume that this new Negro is
' going to be content in the cabin
of his slave grandfather. And it
doesn't make sense to pretend
that is where he ought to be. His
eyes are on better things, materially considered. He is going to
have a car and drive it. He is going to buy a home and live in it.
He is going to step into citizenship and exercise its rights and
demand its privileges.
"Indeed, our use of the future
tense is merely to gentle the recalcitrant of our readers to the
fact that the new Negro already
is doing these things. The new
Negro is not a man of tomorrow.
He is the man of today.
THE COMMON DENOMINATOR
The important thing is not that
the Negro is new, or that he is
a Negro. Those things are important to him, of course; but the
chief significance to the white
man in determining his own attitude to the new Negro is that the
new Negro is a man. There is an
adulthood about his status that
cannot be ignored.
"The old time Negro was in
some ways a child with many
endearing ways. Even his faults
were mostly ehildish ones, easy
to chuckle over, easy to forgive.
I The new Negro is growing up.
I Maybe he is not fully grown,'but
he has grown amazingly. He is
no longer a child.
"That means this, among other
things—having become a man, he
must put away childish things."
The editorial wound up with
the conclusion that it was up to
the white lawmakers to revise
the ground rules of living together. It is up to the whites, said
the editorial, because this is a
democracy and the white man is
in the rieajority.
Until the ground rules are revised, the editorial advised, "both
sides will have to be patient."

0•4.40*--1`4,..

THE 4TH

QUINN'S GROCERY
•
SUPER LOW PRICES
Phone 2611
211 W. Shepardson St.

SPECIALS

CHILDREN'S

LADIES'

SANDALS

SANDALS - BALLERINOS

1.95

Close-out Styles

$240

Close-out - White, Red, GreenS

White and Colors

Sizes to Big 2

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

WASH DRESSES

SHORTIE PAJAMAS

Sunback and House Wear Style

Rayon and Seersucker

98c

Child's 6 to 12
Ladies' 12 to 20

36" HEAVY WT.
SHEETING

5 yds.

$1.00

$1.00 VALUE LADIES'
RAYON NOVELTY PANTIES

69c

Values to $3.00
Sizes

12 to 46

36" CHAMBRAY
AND PRINT

CLOTH

39

YARD

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS
SIZES 4 TO

SPECIAL

18 - VALUE TO $2.00

$100

FINKELS FAIR STORE
Cents'
Vihere Your SS.. Have More
• a.,

4agiarenannantet.
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One Lone Vine Yields
Dru s For Rheumatics

News From The Past
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time
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because these
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and wide rhea*,
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vial

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amintions of those
Eck
wko made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
may bave
By fLank
should be
There
—
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twiceyork
Miami, Fla. — Only one vine In reports say there are no Beetle.
DRillbor of
ebutst-st.
-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regnlar Leader
—To, A 1 slatsTilt
itritlftd Statoir-taryet prOdurcoming
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re.
for the
This handful of vines is not the
ed any of the precious seeds needPark in OgeeComiskay
porters. shortlY after the turn of the century, wrote.them.
By D11.--W. -L.- CASH
rheumatic
cortisone
treatment
of
t
ed for
only hope of starting a
Oct. 29, 1918. Judge Carl Hen- wife have arrived in the city from
(County Health Officer)
ailments.
ulY 11.
seed industry in the United States,
again are.doing
derson yesterday morning dis- North Dakota and have taken
To rome of you your local coun,the fiins
The vine is the now world- but it may get off ahead of the
—
Grace
residence
Mrs.
the
at
ty health unit may be just a
missed the grand and jetit juries
famous Strophanthus Sarmento- African sources. Reports from
Brown home on Brown street.
neatly lettered sign above a doortor
until the March term of Caldwell
sus, the seeds of which can be West Africa where the Americans
way, but to most of you it is a
used to make cortisone, the hor- are looking for good vines, indiciurcuit court. The adjournment
Nov. 19, 1918. The following is vital cog in your way of life and
mone that temporarily relieves cate that the seed may not be • GOOD QUALM
was due to the influenza epidemic. a list of Caldwell county's "Fight- that of your neighbors.
vitt«.
rheumatoid arthritis and numer- available until next year.
• GOOD WORE
However, you may know your
• • •
ing Boys" so far reported to this
diseases.
.
Florida's
Meanwhile
vines
other
do
ous
Nov. 12, 1918. The greatest war office as being "Over There" in local health officer well enough
the v
The United States Public not need to wait for seed to prop- *GOOD VALUE
in history ended yesterday morn- France:
tiona
to call him by his first name,
new
produce
They
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agate
Departthe
and
.Service
Health
ing at 6 o'clock Washington time
shoo)
B. H. Larkins, E. H. Welleford, without fully understanding the
little
•
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slips
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vines
working
as
from
'Agriculture
are
ment of
E,0011 ?ANTI
after 1,567 days of horror, during
are S
Winnie Shrewsbury, Rannie job that he is trying to do for you
in West Africa, home of this days. They grow luxuriantly and
which virtually all the civilized
and
Shrewsbury, David Jennings, and your county.
profusely.
flower
world had been convulsed. The
vine, to learn how to start a seed- they
The time you thought your dog
gers.
Frank Dillingham, Ernest Childproducing industry. Cortisone, POLLINATION IS A PROBLEM
news of the Armistice was reTh
•
ress, Hiawatha Anglen, Carmen had rabies or when there was an
The problem of getting seeds
ceived in Princeton about 2:30
made from glands of cattle, is
wron
Cartwright, Morrison Jones, Lo- epidemic of polio, you probably
pollination.
of
expensive.
The
one
seems
be
to
and
yesterday morning and the greatlump
scare
both
one
called
or went immediately to
They
bills in
gan Johnson, Alvin Pritchard,
011
est demonstration prevailed ever
seeds .might be a' more plentiful Insects are 'believed to have carith your
0 loon from us. Then classi
James Murphy, Malcolm Stal- your local health unit office. If
Phone 3284
for
pollen
the
the
two
vines
has
never
ried
there
witnessed here. The courthouse
date
To
source.
to
payment to reEpe
lins, Reginald Allen, Robert C. you didn't, you should have, beniy one
place
bell rang from 3 o'clock yesterbeen enough cortisone for either which have seeded. Hand polliager,
only On.
Marquess, Randoph Brown, Wil- cause our staff stands ready at
°ond
day morning until 6 o'clock yesdeurgent
other
arthritis
or
times
all
to
aid
in
individual
or
lyn's
Jenkins,
HerKeeney,
Henry
terday afternoon without inter- lie
Coolest
Spot
In
mands.
today.
Shot
Lowery, Leighman Lowery. community health problems. ,
me is or phone
ruption, and whistles blowed, man
ONLY ONE IN AMERICA
the
Herman Guess, Thomas Ladd, That is the primary purpose of
pistols, guns and anvils were
The sole seed-producer is in
haza
Hugh Williamson, Clarence Lit- a county health unit; to provide
shot from early morning until
Miami, on the R. H. Montgomery
Th
tlefield, Criswell George, Luther those services which are needed
late in the day.
estate. One other rheumatism
self-(
Morgan, L. Eugene Jones, Russell to prevent and control disease.
CALM AND COOL: Barefooted Patricia Buck, four years old,
child
clinics,
America
record• • •.
school
is
North
vine
in
health
proFrancis, Johnson D. Stevens, Alair.
calmly munches on a frozen sucker while waiting to be freed from
Nov 19, 1918 Porter Sells and
ed as yielding seed. This one is at
bert Sizemore, DeWitt T. Hayes, Immunization programs, w ell
Th
a street sewer grating in Omaha, Neb., where her left foot begrams
are
an important part of
Askins Institute, Soledad, Cuba.
John B. Patterson, Maurice A.
stan
came caught while playing. Paul Saner, a neighbor, holds the
N.
3
8.
2M_0
JiiLy
SUN.
our
local public health program.
dozVinson, Carney Hollowell, Rich"
the
O
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little girl. After fire department rescue squadmen had worked Both vines are among half a
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a
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T
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t
ard Beckner, Thos. B. McConnell, Adult hygiene is necessary, too, an hour, a doctor got the foot loose with the aid of vaseline after en that grew from seeds brought
ads
1:11
3:17 — 5:14 — 7:21- la
from West Africa in the late
James Stallins, Sumner Dudley, if we are to have healthy, happy the grate opening was wedged. (AP
Wirephoto)
twenties by Dr. David Fairchild
Glenn Cartwright, Rene McCon- communities.
The nurse making her round
There is another Strophantus
nell, A. Chillis Hodges, Johnnie
Bulk coal is often treated as
Your
Howton, Thomas McCargo, Ernest of home visits, the sanitarian infragile cargo because customers at Kendall, Fla., and one at the'
specting the city water supply,
U. S. Plant Introduction Garden
Richie, Harry Randolph.
Headquarters
demand it be delivered in specithe clerk registering the birth of
here. There are others in the :
Luther Barnes, Ronald Stallins,
fic sizes and rough handling tends Canal Zone and Porto Rico, but
a baby each contributes his or
For
Fred B. Cravens, James P. Wood,
her share to the total program.
to break up the lumps.
U. S. Department of Agriculture
Otho Towery, Fred Carter, H. W.
It is the responsibility of your
By David Taylor Marke
Pilaut, 1.4Ioyd Rodgers, Walter
local health officer to see that an
Coolest Spot In Town!
Handicapped children should
Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3226 Myers, Edgar Mott, Otis Ladd, efficient and adequate program feel free
to "let off steam" at
J. L. Denham, Roy Weaver, H J.
Princeton, Ky.
is maintained.
home, says Dr. Freda Kehm, diHobby, Earl Hobby, Lee Beck,
Our problems in Caldwell rector of the Association for Famcounty may not be the same as ily Living of Chicago.
those which exist in a county in
Writing in The Crippled Child
another part of Kentucky and it Magazine, official publication of
ppy to bring, for your listenin
is up to your local health unit to the National Society for Crippled
Morning — 8:30 to 9 A.
fit its activities to the needs of Children and Adults, she says in
TODAY
DOORS OPEN at 1:00 P. M.
the people it serves.
—and—
"Parents Are Teachers, Too:"
FEATURES START at
A,,Ot thtt
Remember, well-organized lo1:10 — 3:19
THE
"It's all right for them to get
5:19 — 7:28 — 9:29
FRIDAY
cal health units are the corner angry—we can reassure
It u,sell Woodall
Sis Baker
Roberta Wheeler
them
stones for buildinfra healthier when they say "You dope"
oi
BRING YOUR REQ
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Pr•id
Kentucky.
"Your stinker" or "I hate you"
by letting them know that we
SMITH'S FURNITU
HOT SIDEWALKS
A. Woodall
Virgil Smith
.
understand why they are angry
of This Store Will
patronage
New York — (AP) — Home and we love them just
the same.
OFFICES{
builders in northern states who • If we tell the child
To You Each Su
Coming
we only
have tried radiant heating coils love him when
he's good, we
Fredonia
Princeton
Marion
under concrete driveways to melt only bring him
into more trouble.
snow and ice in the winter have All of us need to
feel that the
Tel. 2441
Tel. 9
Tel. 69
given skyscraper builders an idea. family is the place
to be bad as
The
new
office building at 100 well as to be good. We can help
Established 1907
Park Ave. in New York has inthe child to talk about his angry
•
stalled snow melting coils under feelings even
while we do not
It's the top
its sidewalks.
permit him to hit or hurt us or
musical
entertainment
John E. Eison, Leo Walker, others. And we can redirect his
of the half century! $
George Stevens, Victor Clift, Roy anger through play — in keeping
Tayloe, Carl Strong, Willis L. with his age, his interest, and his
•
Plus! Just For Laughs'
•
Morse, Roy Hogan, Arch Lane, handicap; for example, pounding
-LITTLE RURAL RIDING How)"
banging
and
or
finger
painting
for
Ezra Morse, Albert Clift, Floyd
A Cartoon in Technicolor
•,
Dunn, Luke Ray, R. H. Lanier, the younger child, or active play
•
0. T. Darnell, Guy Larkins, Cle- when possible for the older child.
"Teachers and neighbors, too,
lie Gray, Rex Farmer.
R. Lee Asher, 011ie Clayton, need an understanding of the
DOORS OPEN at 1:00 P. K.
TUES. & WED.
Clyde Clayton, Tom Jenkins. W. normality of the chid's 'letting
FEATURES START at
B. Clayton, Joe Phillips, G. M. off steam'—so they will not make
JULY
4-5
1:37 — 3:34 — 5:31 — 7:211 - PS
An inipo-rtant
Harper, Byron Boaz, Charles the children or the parents feel
Brown, John Jones, R. M. Dyer,
and every pro
Parents, too, should feel free
W. E. Jones, Tom Corner, Carl
Smith, Roy Smith, Noah J. Lamb, to show their. displeasure, she
Thinking of Insulating Your Home?
Carl Hart, Roy Tayloe and says, and they must accept thz
.
Tlie Southern Bell
factthat their •chidren hate them
Clyde Gray.
There is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
at times.
telephone rates. Here's
egg
Ciildspot; Kelvinator, Montgomery Ward, Servel and Westing5.
t
eseot, e
"No one can feel love all the
EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT for the Is HOLE Ftaill'
Before farmers began to culhouse and a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
oiamount Pi
n
tivate America's midwestern time," adds Dr. Kelm. "If we
1. Opercrting costs
It is guaranteed for the life of the building against settling
plains, says the Book of Know- give fully of our love to our
and losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
Since March 3
children
NOS
most of the time, they
ledge, prairie dogs often dug tunYes, the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.
in Kentu
rates
g&
nels more than 100 miles in can 'take it' when those situ,
ill
tions arise that find us impatiein
length.
increased subs
•
The largest unfenced herds of or angry."
that is costing us
0. BERKLEY
Parents show their love to then
Buffalo are in the Houserock Val1723 Broadway
childred
Paducah
by
cuddling
Wage incr.
Phone 275
and
playing
ley, north of the Grand Canyon,
with them as infants, she point 1939 through
in Arizona.
.
out,' and by evincing interest IE
but annual r •
the, children and their activitii.,
since 1939 is
as they get older, by showini.
item alone, to
that we take their opinions se:
ionsly so that they are not nfran'
of being themselves or of ridicul,.
Costs of new fa "Love for the handicapped cl-01..
On March 31,
must be evidenced in exactly th,
Gl.E.a.'50N
same way," Dr. Kehrn says, point
in Kentucky awe •
tsl.BURb1 •
P16:1"PORI
ing out the dangers of over-ph,
each telephone a
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tection on the part of parents
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phone, or $121
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fit011(
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"it will make him feel more no
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building tremen
Produced ond
mal if parents behave norroall‘
and expend gem'
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Before you insulate your home
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Dr. Kehm says the emotional
needs of children — handicapped
or normal — are identical.
"Family life education can
make a major contribution to
parents of handicapped children
—perhaps greater than to parents
of normal children — through
helping them understand how
much their feelings and attitudes
(conscious and unconscious) effect their children:" according to
Dr Kehm.

AS SHOWN

STUDEBAKER CHAMPION
6-PASS., 2-DOOR CUSTOM SEDAN

The Studebaker Champion
is one ofthe 4lowest price
largest selling cars!
Robinson Implement & Motor Co.

HOW DO YOU BECOME
A MUSCLE MAN1
—-BECOMING#A GLASS OF
PRINCETON CREAA1ERY
MILK Al EVERY MEAL
MAN" WILL
(JIVE YOU A
GOOP
START!

Delivered In Princeton
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Added. Enjoyment: .
WALT DISNEY CARTOON IN TECHNICOLOR
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

SATURDAY
JULY 1st

OPEN 10:00 A. M.

TRIGGER
TRIOCERTI

A Land of Strange Danger!

DILL•REINA VER1111100•105E1P11 VITA"
Plus These Swell Shorts!
THE THREE STOOGES in "VAGABOND 1.0.1FERS"
TECHNICOLOR CARTOON — "LION ARM NW
'NOVELTY - "YOUNG DOCTOR SAM-

.111. MYRNA

THUR. & FRI.
JULY 6-7

DOORS OPEN at 100 P.
FEATURES START it

FUNNIEST PICTURE OF 1950
'2/o4'4. .94441.4

TO A URI11100118!

/.1

Princeton

PLUS CHAPTER 3

ALSO — POPEYE CARTOON In TECHNICOLOR
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Al The Churches

Teachers' New Role
The nation's schoolteachers to
day are shouldering heavier bur
dens of responsibility than at any
•time in the history of American
education, Dr. Frank G. Dickey,
dean of the University of Kentuc
y Fiank Eck
ky College of Education, last
k — There should be[week told teachers' leadership
About_ a numbet:_pf e.9141.rtinCi_Meeling on
ILK.
r the coming Ail-Star campus. The school, he said,
miskey Park in Chico, no longer a place where a ehild's
activities are supervised for a
fans again are doing mere five or six hours daily more and more it is coming to tu
looked upon as a source of round
the-clock guidance, and its in
fluence is being felt in leisure
time as well as classroom activities.

Drive-In Theaters
Outside Cities Must

White Sulphur News

State Issues Charters

To Princeton Residents
FIRST CHRISTIAN
There was an attendance of 88
Charters issued by the secreHave County License
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
at Sunday School Sunday.
tary of state, according to an anServices:
Permits for operating drive-in
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell nouncement from Frankfort this
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
theaters outside cities must be
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m. obtained from county courts in were in Louisville last week on week, included:
Rudy L. Cantrell Distributor,
CYF meets at 8.00 p m. each the opinion of Assistant Attor- business. Louise Hunt returned
Sunday.
Inc., Princeton, $1,000, petroleum
ney General Walter C. Herdman. with them for a visit.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Joe Francis and Kenneth Bright -products and auto accessories;
He said these theaters come unworis--ilundeY dinner guests—of iissdy-Ler Welter -R. and Rudy- Os-—Cisuit...-Rekeasisel
•••4
W4edstee- der—the- --etatntory dein-Mott'
Mrs. Edna Cartwright and fami- car Cantrell.
iay at 7:00 9. tn.
places of entertainment.
Caldwell County Public Hos,The opinion was given to two ly. • Mr. and Mrs. Louis CartCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
inquiring attorneys, 0. A. Dur- wright, Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred pital Corporation, Princeton, nonRev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
ham of Columbus, and J. Gordon I Winters and Sarah Ainn were stock; Thomas J. Simmons, N. B
SUNDAY
Cameron, George 0. Eldrcl and
Sunday afternoon visitors.
Lisanby of Princeton.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Bettie Jean Faughn spent Sat- others.
Lincoln, Ill. —(AP)— The new10:45 a.m. Morning Service
urday night with Minnie Mae
est youngsters at the Washington
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
SILENT WOMAN!
.
Cartwright. •
school
have
feathers.
That's
not
WEDNESDAY
Kassala, Sudan — (AP) — A
•
Barbara
Lee
and
Minnie Mae
7:00 pm. Mid-Week Service all unusual because they are robwoman stood on top of a well
Cartwright
spent Sunday with
bins. They were born in a nest
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
here to mount her donkey. The
the voting, two men in the Na
on the window ledge of the fourth Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Faughn and well cover gave way, plunging her
tional League stand head and
OGDEN METHODIST
grade room. The pupils, before Bettie Jean. Mrs. Johnson Tosh 40 feet down the shaft. While she
shoulders over the field. The\
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor leaving for summer vacation, and Marion Wayne were Sunday did not call for help, villagers
are Stan Musial of the Cardinal.
named the newcomers Cherrup, afternoon visitow.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
who saw the accident managed, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Cash and pull her to the surface.
and Jackie Robinson of the Dod
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock Jennifer and Lucifer.
•
Lynn
were
gers.
Sunday
dinner
guests
Methodist Youth Fellowship)
The woman pulled her veil
Sunday School .9:45 a.m.
of Mrs. Nannie Cash and family. across her face, climbed on the
The fans can't possibly go
o'clock
Morning
Worship
11:00
a.m.
wrong on Musial and Robinson
A surprise birthday dinner was donkey and rode away, still
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Young People's Service 8:00 given in honor of Mr. Roy Moore
your bills in one lump They figure to open the annua'
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
without a word.
Then
us.
from
p.m.
loan
• Sunday. Several attended.
a
classic at first and second basr,
to
payment
one
evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
ly
respectively, unless Musial's manSeveral from our community atThe U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Wednesday evening
prays! tended services at Fairview Sun- Service says there is some evid only one place to ager, Eddie Dyer, requests BrookFIRST BAPTIST
service 7:00 p.m.
lyn's All-Star manager, Burt
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
0,4"'•
day afternoon. Bro. Carlos Mc- dence rosefish migrate consider9:45 a. m. Sunday School
Shotton, to play Stan the Man in moult:It, to, WITH HER BABY: Sarah Moore, 10-year-old
Worthy brought the message.
in or phone today.
able distances
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
the outfield where play is less Negro girl, holds her three-weeks-old daughter, Sarah Lee Moore,
Mrs. Denver Sons' father visitRev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
in the tenant farm shack home of her parents near Charleston,
tt
;
Ataf
e
6:15 p.m. Training Union
hazardous.
ed her and the family last week.
Preaching services every sec7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
The rest of the National League Miss. The child was born May 25. Public Health nurses who
The Bible School will begin at
selections figure to be up in the cared for the baby, first fed through an eye dropper, said the child
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. the Church June 28. All boys and
and
7
is
doing
fine
p.
m.
now.
Signed
copies
of
the
birth
certificates
of
both
RI
,
OF
air.
7:30 p. m.
girls between two and 17 years
E(CORPORATION•
0.P0a
Prayer meeting every ThursThe American League has a mother and child have been furnished by the acting health officer
of age are urged to attend.
day night at 7 p. m.
in
the
cotagty:
(AP
Wirephqto)
RIUIIARL)SON
CATHOLIC,
ST.
PAUL'S
standout infield of Walt Dropo of
Sunday
school
every
Sunday
PRINCETON
Phu. 2881
Cucumbers may be trained to
the Red Sox at first. Cass Mich- Phil Rizzuto of the Yankees at
CHURCH or THE IMMACU- morning at 9:45 a. in.
aels of the Senators on second, short and league batting chamgrow on poles much like pole
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- CUMBERLAND
beans, making them easier to
pion George Keil on third. Dropo
INGTON
pick.
is the surprise hitter of the seaPRESBYTERIAN
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Michael Faraday, nineteenth
son in the American League.
W. H. Tallent, minister
Mass at 8 o'clock.
century scientist who contributed
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Add to this quartet the names
Second and fourth Sundays,
much to the early development of
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Deliberate acts of vandalism
of Ted Williams and Dom DiHoly Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
electricity, was self-educated.
Youth Fellowship, 8 p. m.
Maggio of the Red Sox and Lar- damage or destroy annually more
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m
ry Dohy of the Indians and you than 10,000 of the metal road WU at 10 o'clock.
Prayer meeting every Wedneshave a solid team, which is one signs along Kentucky highways,
OUTWOOD
VETERAN'S
HOS- day at 7:45 p. m„,_followed
reason the American League holds according to W. P. Ringo, traffic
by
PITAL CHAPEL
choir rehearsal. '
a lop-sided 12-4 advantage in the director of t h e Kentucky DeFirst,
third
and
fifth
Sundays,
partment
of Highways.
classic. Then there's Birdie TebLEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
betts of the Red Sox and Yogi
"Last year $42,450 was spent to
Second and fourth Sundays, (Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Berra of the Yankees to do the recondition 33,500 road signs over
Services every second Saturday
Mass at 8 o'clock.
catching.
the state," Ringo said. "At least
night, at 7:30 psi., and Sunday
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
to bring. for your listening pleasure each Sunday
Joe DiMaggio, the slumping one-third of these signs were
Rev. William Borntraeger is at 11 a. m.
Yankee slugger, probably will get damaged by vandals. Many of the
Morning — 8:30 to 9 A. M. — WPKY
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
pastor and the Rev. Richard
many votes as will Vic Wertz and signs which were rendered illegservices on fourth Sunday at 11
Zlements is assistant pastor.
ible
had
been
erected
to
Hoot Evers of the Tigers. The
warn
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
QUARTET
HE
National League cannot boast of motorists of approaching dan- FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
ger."
such an array.
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
STOMACH SUFFERERS
True, the senior league' will
Most of the deliberate damage
Sunday' School every Sunday
BRING YOUR REQUESTS TO
have Ralph Kiner, who hit 54 was done by rifle or pistol bul- afternoon at 2:30.
GET AMAZING RELIEF
homers last year, plus a few oth- lets, according to Ringo. and
HARVEY STOMACH
SMITH'S FURNITURE STORE
Preaching every second and The
er pros like Enos Slaughter and there were many instances of fourth Sunday afternoons at TREATMENT goes further
atronage of This Store Will Keep The Harmonaires
Catchers Walker Cooper and Roy road markers being scratched or
than most stomach treatments
2:30.
Campanella, but right now the bent by children.
turning To You Each Sunday Morning
Prayer meeting every Satur- on the market today. It is made
solid team comes from Will Harup of four different medicines.
"In recent weeks," he added, day at 7:30
p. m.
ridge's circuit.
One of the main ingredients is
"there have been several instanbelladonna.
Two young Phillies might wind ces in which vehicles have been NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
driven along the roadside delib- Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor. We guarantee this wonderful
erately breaking cff or bending
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
signs to the ground."
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
a. m.
nervous and lack of pep feelSunday School-10 a. aa.
Purchase cost of the road signs
ing. Compare its price with
Preaching-11.a. m.
ranges from one dollar per sign
other stomach preparations.
Training Union-6:45 p. m.
up to four dollars apiece for the
Start this treatment today —
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
large reflector-type signs. New
"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, there is no need to suffer. Ask
road signs purchased last year
TabHarvey
druggist
7:45
for
your
p.
m.
totalled 50,000 and cost $95,000.
Phone 9121
Hopkinsville Street
lets. SOLD ONLy AT
"The erection and maintenance PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
WOOD DRUG STORE
of proper direction and warning
Old Madlionville Road, Rev
PRINCETON, KY.
signs are a vital part of Kentuky William E. Cunningham, pastor
highway maintenance," Ringo
said. "Any deliberate acts of
vandalism committed against this
property should be reported to
telephone
iubs
-c-riblii'
An important mesiTaijo to every
the authorities."

to pay
Bills

4P

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Vandals Destroy
10,000 Road Signs

SMITH'S

Fredonia, .Ky

FURNITURE STORE

SAVE MONEY
Gas at Cornick's

Princeton, Ky.

HARMONAIRES

Regular Gasoline
Ethyl Gasoline

Why A Telephone
Rate Increase
Is Necessary
and every prospective subscriber in Kentucky.
The Southern Bell Company wants you to know
telephone rates. Here's why:

E JUNGLE 34'
.TIGER.,.SBA

why it is necessary to ming

1. Operating costs have conthsood to increase
Since March 31,1967,the date on villa current telephone
rates in Kentucky are based,°oats SI rendering service have
increased substantially, including a wage increase last year
that is costing us nearly a million dollars a year.
Wage increases mode effective in Kentucky from
1939 through 1949 are costing us $6,900,000 annually,
but annual revenue from rate increases made effective
since 1939 is failing by $2,700,000 to cover this one
item alone, to say nothing of other cost increases.

2. Costs of new facilities has continued to go up
On March 31, 1947, our investment in telephone facilities
in Kentucky averaged $204 per telephone, but facilities for
each telephone added since that date have cost $325 per tale.
phone, or $121 more. We've already added and are still
building tremendous amounts of new facilities to improve
and expand service.
New facilities are not paid for out of subscribers'
monthly payments for telephone service. New facilities
must be paid for with new capital brought into the
business from people who will invest In telephone
facilities because they expect to realize aciequate earn-

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

up in the infield. Puddin' Head
Jones looks like the best NL bet
around the hot corner while
Granville Hammer seems to be
steadier at short than the injured Pee Wee Reese this season.
The Dodger outfielder with the
best vote following figures to be
Duke Snider. Dick Sisler of the
.Phillies and Johnny Hopp of the
Pirates will draw much support
too.
Can you imagine how strong the
Cardinals would be if they still
had Hopp and Sister, two castoffs?
This year's game finds the
classic starting the cycle for the
second time. It is the 17th game
and rightfully returns to Comiskey Park, scene of the first battle which the American League
won 4-2 on a Babe Ruth two-run
homer back in 1933.
The American League has won
the last four games and there's
little doubt but that it will be
five straight this year.
Ancient census takers often es,
timated population of a given
area by the amount of slit consumed there in a specific period,
says the Book of Knowledge.

ings on their investments.

3. Earnings too low to attract needed capital
As a result of steadily increasing costs, Southern Bell's
earnings in Kentucky today are too low to attract the investment capital required to meet the state's full telephone
service needs. We are eager to meet these needs, and we feel
our obligation to do so in the public interest. To do this,
additional capital is neceesary-and improved earnings are

23.9c
24.9c

Keach's in Hopkinsville
FOK COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS

•••
4/1/0

Will you walk
into my parlor?

L

The spider doesn't have to drag his dinner into the
web. Just one willing step inside, and the unthinking fly is hopelessly trapped, a strand at a time.
That's how a nation gets trapped into a socialistic form of government. Not all at once—but a
strand at a time—until all liberty is lost.
Here's how it happens. The government of such
the guise of the people's welfare—
country—in
a
begins to assume more and more control over that
nation's industries and services. Little by little, the
people turn their responsibilities over to their government—and, eventually, their liberties as well.
And it can happen here. There are in America
people who want the government to have more
and more control over American life. "Let the government begin," they say, "by taking over the
doctors, the railroads, the newspapers, the electric
light and power companies."

Ii

t••

It's strange, but many of these people—like most
Americans—don't really want a socialistic U.S.A.
But the result is the same. When government, a
little at a time, controls enough things, you have a
socialist nation, whether you want it or not. But
by then it is too late.

necessary to attract it.
We do riot like to ask for increased rates any more than we like to see
costs go steadily higher. But the two are tied together. We know that the
people of Kentucky want good, improving and enlarging telephone service
at the lowest practicable rates, and that is what we SOWS: to furnish.

Remember the fly and the spider web. That
first step in is the most important!

How well have we succeeded up to now? The answer is that Kentucky tele.
phone rates have advanced only about one-third as much as the overall cost
of living. Under the new rates, you can he sure that telephone service will
continue to improve and will continue to be one of today's biggest

hars.i...

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

e 57.*rner4, Kentucky Manager
k
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Hopkinsville Road

Surve

Thursda , June
3

Deaths & Funerals

Livestock Market
A decline in the price of cat4l•
at the local stockyard averaged
$1 or more compared to prices
paid the previous week, Ills reported.
TOTAL HEAD
1972
Long red,Steers
Short Fed Steers .. 25.00 27.00
Modlum Quality-Butaher
Cattle
20 00 24.00
Grass Fat Steers .. 21.00 25.00
Grain on Grass
Steers
25.00 28 Oh
Baby Beeves
23.00 27.00
Pat Cows
17.00 20.00
Canners & Cutters
14.00 16.50
Bulls
18.25 22.00
Stock Cattle
20.00 26.00
Feeder Cattle
19.00 25.00
Milk Cows, per hd. 91.00 150.00
Best Spring Lambs 28.00
Medium Spring
Lambs
25.00
VEALS
Fancy Veals
28.50
No. 1 Veals
27.00

No 2 Veal,'
lie
ThroWoula
lig
HOGS
200 230
2011
235-280
194
265-350 ...
1118
355 &
.......
118
-155 • ,„.
160-195
............114
Bought; 350-&
under Itte
Roughs 355 450
15A
Rough., 455 &up•Is
is

Mr. and Mrs. William Young
Mrs. Laura Ann Watson
and son, Mickey, visited Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs. LauYoung's mother, .M r s. Emma
ra Ann Watson, 91, former resiCreekmur, Dawson road, Sunday
dent of the Creswell community
afternoon.
who died in Columbus, Ohio, on
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Darnell
_conducted Ieolu-tlus
June
alia-TOn s, James, Johnnie and
Fredonia Cumberland PresSyterRichard, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Ian Church Saturday at 2:00 pm.,
Stevens and children, Jimmie
the Rev. Edward Woodall offiLee and Lois Ann, Went to Dunciating. Burial was in the Fredonbar Cave for an outing one day
ia Cemetery. Mrs. Watson had
last week.
been a member of the Fredonia
Church for the past 35 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lee
Mrs. Watson was a native of
Cash and son, Keith, Mrs. I. T.
Crittenden county, daughter of
Sholar and Bobby, visited Mr.
the late Theodore and Martha
and Mrs. Edd Hamby, HopkinsHomart Home
Jane Loyd Voiser. Following her
ville, Saturday. •
20 INCH Pdg
marriage in 1879 she had made
Mrs. Guy Nabb, Sr., entere
d
Was 542.50; how
her home in the Creswell section
Vanderbilt Clini c, - Nashville,
of the county until 12 years ago
Monday for a medical examinawhen she moved to Columbus
tion.
where she lived with two daugh- 'HAN, YOU MISSE
Moroicycle Officer
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Trotter
D
:cierb Etvanaer used a "fast" gas throttle to get out
are
ters, Mrs. Aetna Hillyard and of the way
of an irate steer which didn't like being dumped out on the highway near Redwood
visiting in Evansville.
Phone 24Q
Mrs. Jean Conrad, 37, surveys Miss Letha Watson. Her husband, City, Calif. The steer
was among 15 that took -iff in all directions of the compass after the truck
Mr. and Mrs. John Washburn shorn tresses
in her Waukegan, Samuel W. Watson, preceded her in which they were riding
was involved in a wreck and turned over. It took men and horses
and son, Lyndell, were Sunday Ill., home. Police said
her es- in death in 1918.
to round up the cattle. (AP Wirephoto)
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Herman tt anged husban
d, Michael C.
Surviving are six daughters,
- -Darnell and family.
Conrad, 41, abducted her, brought Mrs. Gertrude Shinall, Wheat
bedrooms; all modern conveniher to his Rockford, Ill., home croft; Mrs. Kitty Shinall, Gary,
ences; good location. Will trade
The U. S. Department of Agri- and cut off her long red
hair, later Ind.; Miss Letha Watson, Columfor smaller hottie or farm. See
culture says the farmer got about forcing her to snip his
own hair. bus, Ohio; Mrs. Lucy Paris, USED WASH
Bill Hodge or J. D. Hodge, Sr
ING MACHINES
49 cents of each dollar spent for Police returned Conrad
Co.,
Street.
Main
W.
Phone
, an ex- Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs. Emma
45-tic
and refrigerators for sale. McHaving sold the Williams' Texaco Se
food in September 1949 and 32 convict, to Wauke
2095.
52-lie
_
gan on a dis- Hefling, Dayton, Ohio; Mrs. AetConnell Electric Co.
50-Itc
cents in 1933.
LOOK
! LOOK: See the new
orderly conduct warrant which na Hillyard, Columbus,
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
Station to Mr. Glenn Strong, I wish to
Ohio;
his wife had issued several months four sons, Robert W.,
Style Mart display window at
thank
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
Mexico; FOR SALE: 65-acre farm, limeago. (AP Wirephoto)
Wood
Bros.
Come
in
and.
Charles, Jackson, Miss.; Edward, stone land, four miles from
let
many customers and friends who have patron
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
Princeton on Princeton-Hop--us show you.
Princeton; Harry, Fulton; two
51-2tc
32-47tp
kinsville road. Good dwelling,
sisters, Mrs. Jane Cothrane, Miss
us during the past 14 years. It has been
ICE CREAM FREEZERS Cord Of Thanks
FOR SALE: Lease, stock, modern
ap
McCor
FOR
SALE:
power
mick
good
barn and outbuildings;
We wish to thank our friends Carrie Voiser, and one brother,
service station with trained
FOUR-QUART
ure to serve you and your confidence and
electric lights, two good wells
shock baler. Case pick-up baland neighbors for the many kind Lucian Voiser, all of Dycusburg;
by
operator. Harry S. Hale. 49-tic
Only $6.88
and spring. Would trade for a
er. Rebuilt tractor side rack.
deeds, the words of sympathy and 32 grandchildren, 36 great-grandwill always be remembered and apprec
store doing a good business.
Coleman-Dunn Co., W. Main LOOKING:
children and 13 great-grandchiliated,
For somebody who
the kindness of all who
Jerome Thomas, Princeton,
Street. Phone 2095.
52-1W
ELECTRIC ICE CREAM any way during the helped in children.
has a combine to combine 30
I heartily invite you to continue yours
Route 2.
illness and
52-1 tp
acres of fescue. Connie Davis.
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
,FREEZERS
death of our mother, Mrs. Lena
Mrs. Lena Kenady
WANTED TO PURCHASE: RegRFD 3, phone 3921.
did patronage with my successor, Mr. Str
50-2tp
shampoo for home use try
Kenady. Especially do we thank
FOUR-QUART
Funeral services for Mrs. Lena
istered Toy-Bull dog, Write or
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need FOR ELECTRIC
the grave diggers, Rev. Shultz and
AL Appliances
Your business with him will be greatly
Was $16.95; Now $14.77
contact Thurman Futrell, Route
your head in our business.
those who furnished the music. Kenady, 84, member of a pioawe(
and Electrical Supplies, visit
3, Princeton.
52-lip
45-tic
May God bless each of you in neer family of the Cobb com- _
ed by me.
Stallin
and
g
Kenne
munity
dy
Electri
and
c
one
of
the
oldest
similar sorrow.
members of the Midway Baptist FOR SALE: One John Deere team FOR SALE: Rebuilt WC Model
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
The Kenady Family
52-Itp
Allis Chalmers tractor with
disc cultivator. Robinson ImChurch, were conducted from the
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
cultivator. F 20 tractor with
plement and Motor Co. Phone
The demand for pepper stimu- church Friday at 2:00 p.m., the
tic
Phone 2048
cultivator. Also rebuilt F12
2053.
45-3tc
lated world exploration in the Rev. 0. M. Shultz officiating.
tracor
cultiva
with
tor.
This
is
Burial
was in Millwood Ceme- WANT
15th and 16th centuries, says the
ED: Housekeeper to take
A-1 equipment. Coleman-Dunn
tery.
National Geographic Society.
complete charge of home and
Co., W. Main street. Phone 2095.
Mrs. Kenady died at her home
elderly invalid woman. No
52-ltc
in the Cobb community Thursday
laundry or heavy cleaning.
afternoon following a long illMust stay nights. Good wages FOR SALE; Rebuilt No. 62 Mcness which had confined her to
Cormick 6 ft. combine with enplus food and lodging. Write
the bed for the past seven weeks.
gine. Coleman-Dunn Co., W.
Box 529, Princeton, Ky. 52-1tp
She
CdOWIMI younge•ts Inuet for th•o
becam
e
a
membe
r of the
h ealth% sake. liv• o well balanced
Main Street. Phone 2095. 52-1U:
Harmony Baptist Church at the FOR SALE: Four Case pick-up
SM. Too much schoolwork and not •nough
age
WATC
of
H MAKING: All makes and
12
and
was an active
play mak• an .rchoppy
hay balers. Model NCM. Robinworker until health confined
models; clocks, jewelry repair-.
son Implement and Motor Co.
Solanc• must be esconialned both mentally
her to her home. She transferred
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
and physically as a
Phone 2053.
45-42C
her membership to the Midway
"Pete" Russell, certified watchhealthy. alert mod depende much
on
FOR SALE: Federal dump truck.
Church when it was organized.
maker. 203 N. Harrison St
Also 1947 International one ton
Born in the Cobb community,
33-tic
a e2ong and rigorous body. Hass
with
flat body. Coleman-Dunn
Mrs. Kenady was the daughter
LIME HAULING: Let us haul and I
your chadron examined Teo...laxly by
of the late William R and Ann
spread your lime. Robinson ImSHERWINWhite. She had made
plement and Motor Co. Dial
LET NO GRAVE Eliza
your lam,Iy Medical Doctor as We I.
WILLIAMS
her home in the same ,
_•ommunity
2053.
43-3tc
BE UNMARKED-during her entire lifetime.
Om betel way to keep them lo an
0
,
94
Enduring Quality Memorials
On February 10, 1885, she be- HELP WANTED: Thirty-year I
old, reliable firm wants worn-'
Moderate Prices
came the wife of Rufus Dudley
boalthy cam:Loon,
Phone 2640, Write or Visit Kenady and to this
an yeah car to work four afunion seven
ternoons per week. No canw
children were born, three of
Allen Monumental
vassing, no investment. Car
whom survive. Mr. Kenady preWorks
necessary. Mrs. Vera Hutchens,
ceded her in death in 1945.
211 S. 12th street, Murray, Ky.
Dawson Rd. at Center St.
Surviving are two daughters,
Princeton, Ky.
Mrs. Ross K. Newton and Mrs.
52-2tp
H.
G. Holland, both of Cobb;
one _FOR SALE: John Deere Model B
•Excessive
son, W. B. Kenady, Hopkinsville
;
Loss of Gloss
tractor on rubber. Plow, disk
•Rapid
one sister, Mrs. Pearl Davis,
•High Dirt
and
Erosion
and cultivator. Robinson ImCollection
one brother-in-law, Wylie Jones,
•
plement and Motor Co. Phone
Color Fading
•Uncontrolled
both of Princeton; five grandc
hilChalking
2053.
45-3tc
dren and eleven great-grandc
•industrial
•Checking
hilFumes (special
and Cracking
dren.
NOTICE: On and after this date I
SWP for certai
*A
n areas)
continuous
Pallbe
will not be responsible for any
a
arers y
were Willia
d
,
m
labora
Ken.
tory testing
dictates and
MUSTARD, Plochman
Dudley Eatherly, Vernon
debt made against me by any
contro
proced
ls
ure
PAPER PLATES, Diamond
the brass
that
SWP House
and Morris White, William
knuckle abilities
25 oz. jar
other person. Jessie Wilson.
Paint to fight
L. and
and early
of
1 1(
9 inch
off
Bernard Jones.
deterio
1 5(
repain
ration,
ting.
PLASTIC FORKS & SPOONS, Kleen
,
51 -2tp
decay
PAPER CUPS, Dixie
Flower girls were Eloise Jones,
pkg.
USED WASHING MACHINES
Grace Elizabeth Strong, Dorot
10(
6 to pkg.
hy
HOUSE PAINT
1 Of
and iceboxes for sale. McConPAPER NAPKINS, Charmin
Hollow
ay,
Jeanette McConnell,
Gloss ...tit
CHARCOAL, Wrigley, Hardwood
nell Electric Co. Phone 2091.
Edith Kenady, Lucy Keys, Mable
80 to pkg.
AT YOUR
121(
5 lb. bag
NEARBY
3 for
52Re
Hollan
d and Margaret Burt-hell
WAX PAPER, Marathon, Wastes
$1 88
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS DEALER
ALUMINUM FOIL, Reynolds
Finley.
FOR
SALE:
Choice
Holstein and
roll
19(
roll
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B.,
COFFEE, Loving Cup
Alvada M. Sigler
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks
PAPER PLATES, Diamond Deluxe
Funeral services for Alvada
lb. 67c,
3 lbs.
old. Price delivered by truck
M.
10
$198
10 14 inch pkg.
Sigler, 76, were conducted
to your farm: Six weeks at $45,
from
KR1SPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
the Liberty Church Friday
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
at 2:00
1 lb. pkg.
p.m., and burial was in
on approval in lots of five or
1 lb. pkg.
the
POTATO STICKS, Gordon, Cheese
church cemetery.
more. Some one year and two
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
A native of Caldwell
Coated, 21 i oz. can
year old heifers. Write or wire
county,
Mr. Sigler was a
32 or. jar
Merlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wisprominent
CONDENSED MILK, Borden's
farmer of the,,Liberty section
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
consin.
. He
48-8tc
Silver Cow, tall can
died at his home Thursday
10(
afterpitted
No. 2 can
2 for
noon.
FOR SALE: One of city's most
LIMA BEANS, Rosedale, fresh
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson's
desirable lots, 50' x 190'. locatSurviving are the wife;
2
16 or. cans
one
ed on S. Seminary. Level
46 or. can
daughter. Mrs. William
Coleman;
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced in
29(
(01 Ur'
ground and large shade trees.
one son, Kermit Sigler
ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florid
; two
a
syrup
No. 2/
1
Price $1,250. See Mr. Berry,
2 can
grandchildren, Mrs. Noah Baker
46 or. can
'A I N,WIL006
and Jerald Sigler; one
Illinois Central Shops, phone
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
brother,
('ORN, Pennysaver, wh, Cr.
2140,
James
or
call
E.
316.
Sigler,
style
52-2tp
and two sisters,
101
/
2 oz. can
6 for
Mrs. Nola Barnes and
Co. Gent, No. 2 can
2 for
Mrs. Ella HOME FOR SALE OR TRAD
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red
E:
Morse, all of this county
Cross 1740 TEA, Loving
.
Cup
Nice ranch-type h o me; three
3 pkgs.
NAMEL011)
/
1
2
lb. pkg.
L I V.
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. str.
FLOUR, Log Cabin plain
41
/
2 or. can
25 lb. bag
81(
OLIVES, Re Umberto, plain
$1
"
OLIVES. Re Umberto, plain
CCiF
3 es. 19c
3 for
('1
7 02. 35c
"
3 for
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Sears Order CI

DOOM'OOZED
when you buy use paint

SWP HOUSE PAINT IS
WE
ATHERATED*
for your

WOOD'S DRUG STORE

protection AGAINST:

Red Front Offers

S P

29(
30(
31(
55(
39(

25(
15(

29(
221fl (
29(

MEAT SPECIALS

FRESH MUTTON

off

HINDQUARTER,
lb.

FRANKS, lb.

$4.85 per gallon
in 5'

Buy it..Try it.. then Judge it in the Years to Come!

SEED CLEANING

itt"r"..

SC) TO 60 PsOutsib AVERAGE

25c

ONLY

39(
25(
49(
....."'

FOREQUARTER,
lb.
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BYRON D. WILLIAMS

Balance

A • e•

For Sat

In Appreciation

Sears Order Office

II

iednernal

rims II

30¢

33(

We are fully equipped to properly clean
your seed with three large modern cleaners.
Bring us your Fescue, Ladino Clover, Orchard Grass, Red Top, Wheat, Barley, Oats,
and
all other varieties grown in this section.

KEM-TONE

The Miracle Wall Paint
Mode with oil,,. mixes with wator
A practical, easy, economical way
to
redecorate and beautify your rooms.
Goes on in a jiffy ... dries in
only
60 minutes. Covers in one
coat
.
including wallpaper.

ONLY

$3.69
lir

ENAMELOID

Enatneloid is ideal for kitchen and
bathroom walls, for all wood%ork,
for indoor and outdoor furniture,
for shelves and many other uses
Brilliant colors.

ONLY

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Hende
rson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week
Days

$1.05 PER PT.

Incorporated

Princeton, Kentucky
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All Work Carefully Supervised - - -
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The Interior-Exterior
Gloss Enamel of 1001 Uses!
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
PHONE 2751
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